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Board, Curris Reach Final Agreement

Controversial Chapter Closed
By PHYLLLS0.McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
It's time to close the recent controversial chapter in the history of
Murray State University, President Constantine Curtis announced Tuesday afternoon.
In a 3 p.m. press conference,
Curris said he had affixed his
signature to the agreement reached during a Saturday Board of
Regents meeting. Several minor
points had caused the delay in
finalizing that agreement he said.
First he wanted his attorneys to
carefully review the agreement
and secondly, he wanted to be
assured the attorney general
would not oppose the MSU Foundation paying attorney's fees in-

cent. His salary for fiscal year
curred by the iiresident. Once both
1981 will total $66,396.
were completed Tuesday Curris
*Dismissing .all charges preferahead.
move
was prepared to
red against Curris with the desire
Board chairman Ron
all adversary relationship cease.
Christopher said he had talked
*Dismissing all legal action,
earlier in the day with the foundaboth by the Board of Regents and
tion's vice president, Harry Lee
Curris, during the controversy
Waterfield. Christopher said
and agreeing no other legal action
Waterfieid bad spoken with atwill be taken.
torney general Stephen Beshear
The document said,"All parties
and the agreement was "perfectly
agree that this document is a comlegal."
promise of disputed claims and is
The opinion of the attorney
without admission of liability on
general was requested because
"the executive committee felt it • the part of anyone."
Curris closed by saying, "It's
wasneeded," Christopher said.
time to close out this chapter in
Curris announced at the opening
the history of Murray State. I
of the press conference he wanted
think the less we dwell on it the
conput
the
for
all
to
once and
better. It's time to create a new
troversy behind the university. He
and better chapter in the history
said, several questions had been
of the university."
raised by the media during the

disagreement he was unable to
answer. He said he and
Christopher were present to
answer those questions.
"The board of regents and the
president have made a deicision to
put all of this behind us. We ask
the media to do likewise," he said.
Curris indicated everything
placed in his counter proposal to
the board is found in the final
agreement reached between the
two. The final resolution calls for:
*The MSU Foundation to pay
Curris' legal fees in the amount of
$32,000 and pay the balance of fees
to Hurt, Haverstock and Jones not
paid by the state. The total is not
to exceed 839,000.
'An increase in Curris' salary,
retroactive to July 1, by 10 per.-

"IT'S OVER" — Those were the words of Murray State University
president Constantine Curtis (right)'Tuesday at a press conference.
Currie and MSU Board of Regents chairman Ron Christopher
responded to questions from reporters about the end of. nine-month
fight between Curris and the board. Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

'Christmas In The Park'
To Begin December 10
The fifth annual "Christmas in Melvin Henley and County Judgethe Park— will start Dec. 10 in Executive Robert 0. Miller.
Murray-Calloway County Park Board members presented the ofwith Santa Claus making three ap- ficials with plaques, and read the
pearances in the park's old cour- resolution, which stated, the
thouse from 6 to 8 p.m. on Dec. 18, board, "does hereby extend to
these two gentlemen our most
21 and 22.
At its monthly meeting Tues- sincere gratitude for an unselfish
day, the Murray-Calloway County job well done."
The board also approved a proParks Board heard a report from
Gary Hohman, parks director, posed budget for 1982, accepted
who said there will be about 30 the monthly financial report and
lighted displays of Christmas passed a motion not to have a firscenes along the road that winds ing range on park-- grounds. The
possibility of building a range in a
through the park.
Hohman said .the displays will section of the park system was
be the same as last year, because discussed during last month's
meeting.
in previous years an art class
• In other business, Adams: •
from Murray State University
appointed a committee comprovided artwork for the displays.
posed of board members Mark
The crass was not offered this
Blankenship, Sid Easley and
semester, he said.
Another
area
related
to
the
proBREAKING GROUND — Local officials participated in groundbreaking ceremonies Tuesday for the gram which was discussed by
the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, U. S. 641 N. CBL & Associates, developers, announced the approximately
board was the policy for adver120,000 square foot facility will open summer of 1982. From left on front are: John Clark, Kmart; Ken tisers whose names accbmpany
Burnette,CBL& Associates; Robert O. Miller,county judge-executive; Melvin Henley, mayor; Jim Ramsey, each Christmas scene. Hohman
Douglas Construction Co.; and Don Stringer, J. C. Penny. Others present are from left back: Charles Hale, said advertisers paid a one-time
Billy Erwin,Gil Hopson,Dan Bazzell,Tommy Bogard and Max Parker,all county officials.
$25 fee five years ago when the
Staff Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
program first started.
Representatives from several
He said he hopes to phase out old
state and local government agendispjays and replace them with
cies are expected to meet sonew ones and asked-the board for
metime next week to determine
guidelines concerning the retenwhat action Calloway County
tion of original advertisers or givmust take in order to comply with
ing other people a chance to sponall necessary codes concerning
sor the displays.
the renovation of the interior of
Hohman said the park's electhe old post office, County JudgeWASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- Reagan said he is prepared to threat of nuclear war which hangs trical capabilities allow a maxExecutive Robert O. Miller said at
imum or30-31 displays. He added
dent Reagan challenged the Soviet cancel deployment of Pershing II over the people of Europe.
Tuesday's fiscal qourt meeting.
Union today to take "a giant step and ground-launched cruise
"This, like the first footstep on about 37,000 people visited the
for mankind" by joining the missiles to NATO forces if the the moon, would be a giant step park's Christmas program last
Officials from the building
United States in a sweeping reduc- Soviets dismantle their SS-20, SS-4 for mankind.''
year.
codes enforcement office, state
tions of nuclear and conventional and SS5.missiles.
The park director said there is
In a speech that went beyond the
fire marshal's office, Calloway
"This would be an historic strategic situation in Europe, currently a waiting list with three
arms in Europe and around the
fiscal court and administrative ofstep," Reagan said. "With Soviet Reagan also said:
world.
or four advertisers hoping to place
fice of the courts are to attend the
In a speech televised live to agreement, we could together
—He had instructed Secretary an ad on a display.
meeting, Miller said.
Board Chairmanu Carolyn
Europe and the United States, substantially reduce the dread of State Alexander M. Haig Jr, to
A stop work order, issued by the
discuss the timing of U.S.-Soviet Adams delegated the responsibilibuilding codes enforcement office,
negotiations on strategic weapons ty of developing new guidelines
was placed on the front door of the
as soon as possible next year. pertaining to Christmas adverold post office Nov. 10. According
Reagan said he had told Soviet tisers to the program committee.
to previously published reports, it
President Leonid Brezhnev "that The committee is expected to
Is unlawful for the county to conwe will seek to negotiate substan- develop guidelines for 1982.
tinue renovation until the plans for
In other action, the board passtial reductions in nuclear arms
the work are approved by the
Murray State's women's rodeo
Already 135 entries have signed which would result in levels that ed a resolution in honor of Mayor
state department.
team will be defending its Ozark up for the various events which are equal and verifiable."
'• Region title beginning Thursday begin Thursday and continue Fri—The Soviet Union has been
night when MSU hosts an inter- day and Saturday nights. Com- asked to help reduce the levels of
collegiate rodeo at the West Ken- petition begins at 7:30 each even- conventional military forces in
tucky Livestock and Exposition ing with special events scheduled Europe."'The Soviet Union could
Center.
for Thursday and Saturday nights. make no more convincing conAt the same time the MSU
Thursday all tickets will be of- tribution to peace in Europe —
men's team will attempt to fered at a reduced price - $4 and in the world — than by agreedislodge the defending regional adults, $3 students, $1 for ing to reduce its conventional
Many Murray and Calloway
At Murray State University and
champion team from the Univer- children under 12, and children forces significantly and constrain
Countians will be participating also at the Murray-Calloway
sity of Tennessee at Martin.
under 6 admitted free. Tickets the potential for sudden aggresThursday in the American Cancer County Hospital students and
obtained in advance are $.50 sion," Reagan said.
Society's
fifth annual Great employees participating in this
cheaper.A wild cow milking con—Brezhnev also has been asked
American Smokeout.
year's campaign will be wearing
test will be conducted Thursday to send Soviet representatives to a
The project, according to Dr. "Kiss Me I Don't Smoke Buttons,"
with fraternity and other indepen- new proposed conference to
James H. Frank at Murray State Frank, a profetsor of health,
dent three-man teams competing develop ways to "reduce the risks
Sunny and mild today with
University,
is an educational cam- recreation and physical educafor the first pop bottle filled with of surprise attacks" by enhancing
highs in the mid 60s. Becoming
nationwide,
to get smokers tion,said.
paign,
milk.
mostly cloudy tonight with a
stability and security in Europe.
to give up cigarettes for just one
This is being organized on the
Twelve to 15 teams are expected
chance of showers. Lows in the
"All of these proposals are bascampus
by te recreation,
day.
events.
compete
in
the
rodeo
to
low to mid 40s. Citance of
ed on the same fair-minded
physical education and health
Most smokers, Frank pointed
Friday and Saturday all ticket principles: substantial, militarily
showers Thursday with highs in
out, concede that cigarettes are honorary fraternity and at the
prices are increased $1 with a $.50 signifitant reductions in forces,
the low 60s.
dangerous. "Every day in the hospital by Kathy Hodge.
discount still in effect for advance equal ceilings for similar types of
"Most quitters will beat work
United States about 280 people die
tickets.
forces, and adequate provisions
from lung cancer," he said. "At Thursday or in classes at the
Saturday night an added attrac- • for verification," the president
Two Sections— 22Pages
tion will be offered for the same said in a prepared speech before least 80 percent of these deaths university," Frank went on, "and
are related to cigarette smoking, we would like to give them all the
Aces
entry price as "The Country the National Press Club.
according to American Cancer support they need to help them get
Classifieds
8-B,9-B
Beat" will perform between 6:30Said Reagan: "My administraSociety
through the day.
statistics."
Comics
8-B
7:30 p.m.and during the intermis- tion,.giy country and I are com-the
after
A
siirvey
cop:turfed
"Many have consideredgiving'
Crosswords
8-B
sion break.
mitted to achieving arms reducDear Abby
8-B
Stock for the rodeo will be pro- tions agreements based on these '1980 Great American Smokeout up the habit, but the thought of
Dr. Lamb
5-A
vided by Don McKee of Calfield, principles. Today I have outlined 'showed that about five million never lighting another cigarette is
cigarette smokers did not smoke hard to face. If friends and coHoroscope
5-A •
Missouri.
the kinds of bold, equitable proat all on the day of the Smokeout workers are aware of your pledge,
Local Scene
4-A,5-A
For ticket information call 753- posals which the world expects of
and about 2.2 million cigarette you are more likely to save face
Obituaries
I2-A
8800. For more rodeo information us.
smokers still were not smoking and not light that cigarette.
Opinion Page
3-A
and photos see toaay's sports secone to 10 days later.
Larry Hagman, who plays the
Page
2)
On
(CTtinued
1-B,2-B
• Sports
tion,Pages 1B and 2B.

Steve Sammons to meet with the
Holton and Melugin Insurance
Agency to determine an appropriate insurance policy for
1982.
- recommended the construction committee determine the
work needed to convert the area
behind the park's swimming pool
into a soccer field. Hohman
reported to the board soccer "has
grown in Murray by leaps and
bounds" and the soccer league
wants to expand into spring and
fall programs. He said the league
used five fields last year and the
turf on those fields will not last
Long under two seasons
Two new members also joined
the board for their first meeting
They are Thuurston Furches and
Pat Kiesow.

Meeting Scheduled Next Week

On Post Office Building

President Wants Soviets
To Join U.S.,Reduce Arms

MSU Women's Rodeo
To Defend Region Title,

The county purchased the old
post office with the intent to move
all court-related offices, currently
located on the-second floor of the
courthouse, into the facility after
the interior renovation is completed.
Miller declined further comment pending the meeting.
Magistrates Dan Bazzell, Gil
Hopson,:Billy Erwin and Tommy
Bogard adopted and 5resented a
resolution to the court that the old
poet office be named the Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex.
Regarding other business, the
court authorized County Attorney
Max Parker to purchase a video
tape recorder and television set to
be utilized by the county attorney
and law enforcement offices for
recording official business.
The court also approved the purchase of carpet for the Dexter
Community Center and of a
backstop for a baseball field in the
recently constructed Hazel Park.

Great American Smokeout Planned
For Thursday In Murray, County

sunny, mild

today's index

role of J. R. Ewing on the television series, "Dallas," is the national chairman for this year's
Great American Smokeout. Sammy Davis, Jr., was the 1980 chairman.
Within the next . few weeks,
Frank will be leading quitsmoking workshops of four sessions each. "This is a change from
the workshops held in the past,"
he said. "The Old workshops were
eight sessions in duration, and
people simply do not have the time
to participate in that many._ We
hope the shorter more concentrated ones will reach and help
more people to quit smoking
before it is too late."
Specific details, he said, regarding these workshops will be announced later.
"In the meantime," he -emphasized, "let's, see how may
smokers can go for 24 hoiirs
Thursday without lighting a
cigarette. The American Cancer
Society believes you can do it!"
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Two Local Youths
Receive Farmer Degree

Unfolding Recession
Will Hold Inflation
WASHINGTON(AP) — The unfolding recession will hold inflation to8 percent or less in lin and
reduce interest rates to single
digits, but unemployment will
keep climbing through next
March, the Reagan
administration forecasts.
The nation is now in the brace of
an "average" recession that will
take its toll on the work force as
the administration combats
inflation, says Murray Weidenbbaum,chairman of the president's
Council of Economic Advisers.
"All in all, I see this as..the

Dorm Fire
Ignited
In Trash

KANSAS CITY, MO. — Ricky
Cunningham and Jimmy Joe
Hale, received the American
Farmer Degree, the highest
degree awarded by the Future
-Farmers of America, at the 54th
National FFA Convention Nov. 1214.

rocky road the economy travels on
the path to stronger growth and
less inflation," Weidenbalun told
reporters Tuesday. "The kind of
economic adjustment we're going
thgough does involve, is accompanied by rising
unemployment."
He said inflation should average
7 percent to8 percent in 1982— the
lowest level since 1977. Consumer
prices rose 12.4 percent in 1980 and
are expected to clirhb about 10
percentfor all of 1981.
Weidenbaum also predicted that
interest rates "will continue
downward through this entire
period...to single digits," but he
refused to say exactly when he
thought rates would drop below 10
percent.

AMERICAN FARMER DEGREES -- Ricky Cunningham (top photo,
left) and Jimmy Joe Hale(bottom photo, left), both of Murray, were
presented American Farmer Degrees at the National Future Farmers
of America convention. Mark Herndon, national FFA president,
presented the awards.

ru

"There's an old rule of
Dormitory residents quickly ex- forecasting. Give 'em a number or
tinguished a small fire Tuesday give'em a date, but don't give'em
night in Elizabeth Hall on the Mur- both," he quipped, adding that he
ray State University campus, would "very much like to see"
Chuck Hulick,director of housing, short-term and home mortgage
rates fall below 10 percent
said today.
According to Hulick, the fire sometime during Reagan's fourstarted when a girl in a seventh year term.
floor study lounge accidently placThe presidential adviser also
ed a match in a paper drinking repeated his prediction of Sunday
cup that contained a napkin, ig- that unemployment would climb
niting it.
above its current rate of 8 percent,
The cup was placed in a trash possibly to the 1975 recession peak
can and the girl and two other of9 percent by next March.
residents poured water in the con"It could rise as high as 9 pertainer to extinguish the fire, cent, but then again it need
not,"
Hulick said.
he said.
The girls also called dormitory
Asked how severe this downturn
officials at the desk, who
evacuated all residents from the would be compared with the seven
building, Hulick said. He added it other recessions. that have beset
is necessary procedure • to the economy since World War II,
evacuate a building at the Weidenbaum said, "The depth of
this recession will. be
,possibility of a fire.
"Very minor damage" was about...average rank for the postwar period."
reported,Hulick said:
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Cunningham and Hale both
were presented certificates and
gold keys in a special ceremony.
Only 24 FFA members in Kentucky were selected for the honor.
Nationwide, only one in 600
achieves American Farmer
status.
Cunningham, Rt. I Dexter, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Cunningham, also of Dexter. He
currently farms corn and soybeans. Cunningham is a 1979
Calloway County High School
graduate.
Hale, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Hale, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
raises some tobacco and milks
over 100 holsteins. He graduated
from CCHS in 1978.

Missiles

To qualify for the American
Farmer Degree, FFA members
must advance through a system of
degrees in the FFA organization.
FFA members begin as
Greenhands and,after one year of
membership,may be advanced by
the local chapter to Chapter
Farmer Degree.
The third degree, State Farmer
Degree, is presented by the state
organization to two percent of the
state's FFA membership in any
one year.
Only State Farmer Degree recipients are eligible for the
American Farmer Degree.
The American Farmer program
is sponsored through the National
FFA Foundation by J. I. Casse, A
Tenneco Company; Federal Land
Banks; Chevrolet Division of
General Motors; Pioneer Hi-Bred
International, Inc.; and Production Credit Associations.
Over 22,000 FFA members,
vocational agriculture teachers,
parents and guests attended the
convention.

(Continued From Page 1)

U.S arms control officials say
"But we cannot reduce arms
unilaterally. Success can only they expect the theater force
come if the Soviet Union will share negotiations starting in Geneva to
our commitment; if it will be complex, time consuming and
demonstrate that its often- tough.
In the "zero-option" plan fails, a
repeated professions of concern
for peace will be matched by more limited, fall-back position is
said to include an attempt to win
positive action."
Soviet
acceptance of the planned
Even before Reagan's speech,
deployment
of 572 American
some U.S. officials predicted
nuclear
warheads
on Pershing II
privately that the offer would be
missiles in exchange for removal
rejected by the Soviets. And Rep. of
more than 900 Soviet warheads'
Samuel S. Stratton, R-N.Y., chairnow in place on SS-20,SS-5 and SSman of the House Armed Services 4
missiles.
subcommittee on military nuclear
U.S. officials said that would
systems, dismissed it as "a pro- produce
paganda ploy" to put the Soviets balance a relative nuclear
in Europe between the
on the defensive in European
superpowers. And since the
theater nuclear force negotiations United
States now has no mediumbeginning Nov.30in Geneva.
range nuclear weapons in Europe,
All previous arms control any
reduction in the Soviet force
agreements have no more than would
be a gain for the West.
limited increases in nuclear
One official said no form of
weapons. One U.S. official, asked nuclear
arms control agreement
why the zero option is even being now
can be verified by national inproposed if the Soviets are unlike- telligence
Reagan..
means alone and Soviet
„k'.1•1 has threatened to veto ly to accept it„repliqd, "To make cooperation will be essential.
frin bill costing more than clear we are willing to go that
This does not mean the United
,enote.version, which already far."
States necessarily will insist on
U.S. negotiators are prepared 'to some sort of
e
his original proposal by $2
on-site inspection, a
discuss other options, including concept the
tito billinn
Soviet Union has long
mutual reductions in planned and resisted,the official
said.
iirt-DoleTIZICan., who has in-place missiles.
There are a wide array of possi. trying, to find common
Reflecting the importance plac- ble measures
that can be taken to."
ground on the grain support clues- ed by the
administration
ton. has proposed a compromise new strategy, Reagan's on the instill confidence in both sides that
speech at an agreement will be lived up to,
ilsting as much as $650 million the National Press
Club was to be the official said.
Jre than Reagan wants to spend. beamed live
via satellite to EuroSome lesser degree of Soviet
..\1though more costly than other pean television
stations. And most cooperation short of actual on-site
Nuese-authored compromises re- of the cost was to
be paid by the inspection may be sufficient,
he
Neted by Senate negotiators, it U.S. government
to help make said, adding: "It remains to be
beimv
iIis
what Foley says is a sure the message reaches
the seen what can be worked out."
!:. iiicirroim support level in one broadest audience
possible.
Initial Capitol Hill reaction to
The administration is eager to Reagan's initiative ranged
from
House negotiators put off a deci- counter the growing political imenthusiasm
over
his
apparent
on on Dole's offer until today.
pact of the European anti-nuclear willingness to advocate
the'zeroBut shortly after Dole made the movement and what U.S. officials option approach to complaints
...lifer Tuesday,. Foley was ada- see as a Soviet propaganda cam- that it might be ineffective at the
mant in saying, "I have reached paign to play on European worries bargaining table.
Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D.,
the end of the line on concessions about nuclear war.
The Reagan speech comes four chairman of the Senate Foreign
on wheat and feed grains."
days before a scheduled visit by
-Foley, Dole has con- Soviet President Leonid I. Relations subcommittee on arms
nueci to be optimistic about Brezhnev to the West German control,said he was pleased by the
administration's interest in arreachine, agreement on a com- capital at Bonn.
ticulating the "zero-option" promodity price support package to
Administration officials, asking
replace the one that expired in not to be identified, said the posal to cut back medium-range
arsenals.
September.
timing was coincidence but one
"In the area of arms control, I
-We're going to work it-out," he added: "We've been very much think Ronald Reagan could sursaid during Tuesday's session. aware the trip is taking place."
prise a lot of people," Pressler
West German Chancellor said.
But - he ridded, -We can't exempt
agriculture from the budget Helmut Schmidt is promoting a
But Rep. Patricia Schroeder, DReagan-Brezhnev summit Colo., a member of the House
mnstraints.-"L.
Fjp.ley said he has become meeting to help clear the air in Armed Services Committee, said
oi ,..,simistic that any agreement Europe on nuclear weapons the timing and political cirissues. Although administration cumstances of Reagan's first macan be reached, and he suggested
officials
have said such a summit jor foreign policy address make it
that Congreas think about starting
the process over, abandoning the is likely next year, there is no in appear "more like it's being done
nine months'of work invested in dication Reagan is ready to an- for theater than for realistic
nounce it now.
the current proposals.
negotiations."

Administration Must Make Concessions
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration must
make concessions to the House on
grain price supports if any compromise is to be reached on a new
four-year farm bill, a top House
negotiator says.
Reg. Thomas Foley of
Washington, the Democratic

whip, says the administration's
refusal to consider support alternatives costing more than those it
has endorsed could force him to
actively oppose adoption of a farm
bill.
"They (administration officials) are pushing the House
members into the position that we

cannot go back to the House with
this kind - of surrender"
said.
The grain support issut!
been a major hang up in two-weeks
of negotiations toward a ,.omprozni'Se -between the $16,6._bithun
House farm bill and the $10.6
billion Senate version endorsed by
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DIS1 NC UISHED SCIENTIST — Dr. Roger W. Barbour (right), professor of zoology at the University of
Kentucky, was named by the Kentucky Academy of Science (KAS) as 'the recipient of the Kentucky
Wtinguished Scientist Award for 1961 at the 157th annual KAS meeting on the campus of Murray State
University Nov.-13-14. He is shown chatting with br.11. D. Hassell, professor of biological sciences at Murray State and a former student of Barbour's. More than 300 people from- across Kentucky attended the
In^ct trig. representing colleges and universities,industries a-A public education.
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Shoplifting Epidemic
Hurting Economy
Shoplifiting has long been
regarded by quite a few
otherwise sensible people
as one of those "harmless"
crimes. It's certainly
nothing law-abiding
citizens would condone, but
in the back of many minds
the thought lingers that the
crime is really a flirtation
with. hooliganism rather
than a sociopathic attack on
society.
Indeed for some, shoplifting was one of the adventures of youth, a daring
foray against the corner
drug store magnate. According to this image, Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry
Finn would have counted
shoplifting as one of their
adventures today.
Even the name of the
crime belittles its
seriousness: it's not grand
larceny, it's not stealing,
it's only, well,"shoplifting."
The California State
Supreme Court moved
recently week to put the
crime of shoplifting into
perspective. It ruled that
private security guards can
detain suspected shoplifters
for arrest without informing
them of their constitutional
rights under the Miranda
rule. The court also decided
•that security people can

observe customers in retail
store dressing rooms to
guard against shoplifting.
Part of the motivation for
the court's ruling was summarized in the opinion by
Justice Frank C. Newman.
The judge wrote that'prohibiting surveilance at
retail stores would be most
unwise since retailers face
a "shoplifting epidemic."
The epidemic is an
economic catastrophe.
Each year stores in the
United States lose an
estimated $-3 billion
because of the crime.
Every consumer in the
state pays an extra $200 a
year for retail purchases due
to the cost of shoplifting
losses.
The crackdown on
shoplifting is more than a
move to combat crime, it
has become an economic
necessity. As the recession
deepends, we cannot afford
to allow this drain on the
consumer's purchasing
power to continue. The
California Court ruling is a
welcome .gn that shoplifting
will be t Nen seriously by the
courts. Even tougher
measures should be considered against this oftenignored crime.

IMP

Official Would Let
Voters Decide Issue
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) —
State Rep. Bill McAfee says he
would be willing to let Tennef,see
voters decide whether to legalize
horse and dog racing and panmutuel betting, but he's not sure
his constituents would
understand.
"I think if I voted for that kind of
bill, my constituents would just
say, `McAfee's voting for gambling.' I think that's the problem
that a lot of members of the
General Assembly have," the
Chattanooga Republican said
Tuesday.
McAfee was interviewed after a
hearing by a House Judiciary
subcommittee on the legislation,
sponsored by Rep. Charles Pruitt,
D-Nashville.
The bill permits pari-mutuel
referenda in Shelby and Davidson
counties and drew support from
the state's hotel industry and the
Fraternal Order of Police.
Some legislators suggested that
a proposed three-member gambling commission to oversee parimutuel betting could regulate
bingo and payoff pinball as well.
All three issues will be before
the 1982 Legislature.
Two Knoxville Republicans,
Reps. Buddy Scruggs and Charles
Severence, said residents of the
Gatlinbalt-Pigeon Forge area
have expressed interest in a dog
track.
Paul Cohn, lobbyist for the Tennessee Hotel and Motel Association, endorsed the legislation to
promote tourism. And Charles
Smith of Nashville, president of
the Tennessee Fraternal Order of
Police, said the dog tracks would
not increase Tennessee gambling,
but would make some of it legal
and taxable.
Smith said he also supported a
proposal to tax the state's pinball
machines and keep them legal — a
move opposed by Gov. Lamar
Alexander — because "I don't
think you could hire enough officers to try to enforce that thing."
He referred to a law making Tennessee's pinball gambling illegal
in mid-year.
Asked by McAfee if he thought
pari-mutuel betting would encourage crime, Smith said, "No,
sir, Izlon't."

•

A

—Pinball gambling. Legal since
1957, pinball gambling will
become illegal July 1 under a law
passed in 1979 at Alexander's urging. The state has about 120,000
payoff pinball machines and the
industry wants at least one more
yer.r of legality — or $120 million
or more compensation from the
state.
—Bingo. Linked to pinball by
the 1979 law outlawing pinball
gambling this year, it was given
until July 1, 1983, by the 1980
Legislature. The subject was
revived when Attorney General
William Leech issued an opinion
last month that 75 percent of all
proceeds must go to charity — and
that the 25 percent allowed for expenses include prizes.

looking flack
•

THOSE PECTLE.AZ OUT TO

ST,ROY,,

I

Thirteen persons had been Mrecl
for Calloway County and City of
Murray wider a grant of $110,000
through the Emergency F.mploy
mut Act, according to an an
nouncement made at a meeting of
Calloway Fiscal Court
Deaths reported included Elbert
Hawkins. S D Stewart. la and
Ruth Angelo.87.
Murray State thdversay had
sgbautted a InensUal budget request to the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education for
$11,574.456 and $19.532.1211 for
Hirai years.1 1972-73 and 1973-71
Births reported included a boy
to Mr and Mrs Donald E Cruet.
Nov. 12, a girl to Mr and Mrs. Will
Ed Bailey. Nov. 13, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Put-hall. Nov 14
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Business Mirror

Interest Affects Economy
NEW YORK (AP) — A few.
points up or down in the level of interest rates can produce enormous economic changes, as
anyone trying to sell houses or
automobiles or balance a budget
can tell you.
It produces huge changes in the
cost - of funding Uncle Sam's
trillion dollar line of credit as well
as in the level of debt that
households can handle without
feeling they are imperiling their
existence.
It can be the controlling factor,
as it is now, in the number of jobs
the econorny can provide, in the
number of companies that fail, in
the outlook of General Motors, and
in the mood of ordinary
consumers.
With high interest rates playing
a big role, the jobless rate is now
8.5 percent and probably headed
toward 9, business bankruptcies
have soared to a 60 per 10,000 rate
versus 29 per 10,000 in 1976-1979,

Heartline
Heartiine is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring
in January 1982, I am trying to
find out as much about social
security as possible— before that
time. I plan to continue working
part-time and know about the
allowable earnings laws. I have

Experts Feel Hospitals
Can Make Morwy.

NEW YORK (AP) — John
Bedrosian says he and his staff
can walk into the average voluntary (not-for-profit) hospital and
within a very short time determine why it is having financial
difficulties.
"We know what to look for and
where to cut," says Bedrosian.
"We look at the various cost components, and we examine the controls on them." Many voluntary
hospitals, he suggests, are simply
mismanaged.
Bedrosian's credentials as critic
are found in the operating results
of National Medical Enterprises,
Inc., which owns or operates
26,100 beds in 218 hospitals or longterm health care facilities.
It is the third-largest of the
profit-seeking health care companies that now own or manage
1,300 of the nation's 6,500 acute
care hospitals and many
thousands of its long-term
facilities,such as nursing homes.
National Medical, of which
Bedrosian is executive vice president, is eminently profitable,-earning $1.24 a share in fiscal 1981, up
from 37 cents in 1977 and 15 cents
in 1972, When it was three years
old.
The president of the American
Whether they call it profit or
Greyhound Track. Operators
Association, Joe Wilson of Mobile, surplus; most community
Ala., said, "There is no crime in- hospitals (not including big-city
teaching institutiuns) should be
volved in dog.racing that we know
about." He said there are 45 legal able to take in more than goes out,
dog atkiin 14 states, with 18 of says Bedrosian, who is
president-elect of the Federation
the tracks in Florida.
of American Hospitals!
Alexander may have given.
Speaking as. federation
Pruitt's bill a boost when he told
president-elect, Bedrosian insists
reporters he would not veto it.
there is no conflict between profit
Other gambling issues before
and health. "We take all who
the 11/12 Legislature:
comes through the door. If you
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provide quality care the bottom
line follows," he says.
The difference, he continues, is
that companies such as his are
more disciplined, more aware,
more efficient, much better
managed.
A walk through a community
hospital generally reveals inadequate inventory control on supplies, he says. Moreover, he adds,
they are not properly reimbursed
under Medicare and Medicaid,
and they have poor controls on
staffing.
"You cannot have the luxury of
too much nursing," he says.
Ideally, he figures, you should
seek 2'.-2 to 3 employees per patient, a goal he often sees exceeded by hospitals with poor cost
controls.
Bedrosian looks at the purchas-:
ing department and quickly sees
savings. "We have mass buying
power," he says, but he adds that
voluntary hospitals can accomplish the same thing by combining to buy supplies.
"How do you know when you're
cutting too much?" he was asked.
"The physicians let us know," he
replied. Al! National Medical
hospitals, he points out, are
governed by a board of physicians
and laymen. The management
seeks the lowest costs; the board,
he says, prevents it from going so
far as to damage the quality of
Whether such professionally
„managed, profit-seeking hospitals
are an answer to rising health
care costs is still being debated.
Some say they contribute to the
problem; some say their efficiency diminshes it.
T

Joe Morton was named "Mr
Civitan" at the third anniversary
dinner of the chartering of Murray
Clvitan Club at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Ed Frank Jeffrey, student at
Murray College High School, was
elected president of the Area Student Library Assistants Club at a
meeting at Murray State College.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital included a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Johny Beard, a boy to Mr
and Mrs. James Churchill and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Fowler.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Shelbyville 35-11 in their
quest for State Class A football
championship at Shelbyville.
Mrs. A 0 Woods spoke about
"Holiday Arrangements" at a
meeting of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club

attitudes grew rapidly, but these
improvements were quickly
reversed when interest rates
again rose in late 1980. ."
Confronted with the irrefutable
evidence of lower automotive
sales - a rate that may put final
1981 sales at less than 9 million.
units -- and surveys showing high
interest rates are a major factor,
the industry is now said to anticipate a third bad year in a row
during 1982.
A victory-minded Murray High
What would lower rates mean to
School Tiger football team swept
the industry? Automotive people
over Hopkinsville on a cold muddy
seem to think that 10-million-plus
field at Holland Stadium 39-6 to
years are still conceivable if rates
put the West Kentucky Conference
ever fall back into single digits.
Championship within Murray's
The potential demand is said to be
grasp.
there. They point out that cars on
Deaths reported included Frank
5.7 years,
the road are aging
Henry.
according to a study by Arthur D.
Murray Business and ProfesLittle, Inc.
sional Women's Club observed its
Measurements of the impact on
24th birthday Nov. 15 at Murray
housing are probably easier to
Woman's Club House. Jo Phillips,
make, and indeed they have been
membership chairman.
state
of
Association
National
The
made.
Louisville, was guest speaker, acHomebuilders claims that if morcording to Sadie Nell Jones, presitgage rates dropped to 12 percent,
dent.
from around the current 17 per.• "Mar B. Hurt, treasurer of
cent, more than 8 million more,
Woodmen of the World, Omaha,
households would be able to enter
heard the term "unearned in- the market. They say only 15.4
Neb., planned to address the
come" used, and would like to percent qualify at 17 percent, but"-' 'Woodmen of Calloway County in a
know what social security's defini- that 29.2 percent of households
joint meeting Nov. 29 at Woodmen
tion of this is? P. T.
Hall.
12.
at
buy
to
afford
could
ANSWER: Uneatned income
has no effect at all on your Social
Security benefits. It does not matter how much you have, and it will
inn° way lower your benefits. You
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 18,
In 1626, St. Peter's Basilica in
do not have to pay Social Security
Rome was consecrated by Pope
taxes on this amount, but in many the 322nd day of 1981. There are 43
Urban VIII.
cases, depending on the amount, days remaining in the year.
In 1903, the United States and
in
highlight
Today's
history:
income
federal
pay
to
have
you do
On Nov. 18, 1978, more than 900
Panama signed a treaty granting
tax on it4. Some examples of
the U.S. rights to build the
unearned income ire: interest members of the Peoples Temple
Panama Canal.
from a savings account, stock took part in a murder-suicide at
In 1936, Germany and Italy
dividends, rental income, lottery Jonestown,Guyana.
On this date:
recognized Gen. Francisco Franor prize winnings and the money
co's government in Spuip.
you receive from any pension
And in 1970, China named an
(unless it is some other type of
ambassador to the Soviet Union,
government pension which you
restoring top-level diplomatic
are drawing from someone else's
relations for first time in four
account) and matured insurance
years.
policies.
Ten years ago: Communist
HEARTI.INE: I am apChina tested its 12th nuclear bomb
proaching age 65, and have seen
in seven years.
so many of my friends sent to old
Five years ago: Twenty-seven
age homes because their families
people were executed in Ethiopia
considered them to be senile
for alleged plots against the-1because they were "losing their
year-old military regime.
memory." I do not want this to
One year ago: In his first visit to
happen to me. Can you give me
Hill since his election,
Capitol
about
information
recent
any
President-elect Reagan won
senility, and does it finally happen
pledges of support from House
to us all as we age? K. W.
and Senate leaders of both parties.
ANSWER: "Part of the myth of
Today's birthday: Republican
senility is the assumption that
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska is 59.
memory is inevitably lost with age
Thought For Today: Conscience
— a belief that scientific studies
is the inner voice that warns us
are now showing to be fiction, not
somebody may be looking. -- H.L.
fact. A team headed by Dr. Robert
Mencken, U.S. critic (l880-1956i.
L. Kahn, University of Chicago
•
professor of psychiatry, studied
153 people ranging in age from 50
to 91 and found that, in reality,
complaints of poor memory did
not jibe with actual capability, for
many older people 'are simply
alarmed by forgetting in a way
.. Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
that wouldn't have bothered them
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
when they were younger. In this
study, those who complained
The Murray Ledger di Times is published every afternoon
about poor memory but were
except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
found not to have such an impairThanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, Murment, did prove to be suffering
ray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
from depression, a treatable
42071:
psychiatric disorder.
PTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
- SUBSCRI.
Depression, a 'common emomonth,
per
payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
$3.5
tional problem among older
and
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarmBenton,
to
County
afto
known
been
long
has
adults,
Buchanan and Puryear, In., $24.50
Paris,
Ky.,
and
ington.
fect memory. In fact, this
to
Wail
other
By
destinations,$39.50 per Year.
year.
per
closely
problem
psychological
.. Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association
mimics "senility" and is Often
and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
misdiagnosed as such. The excepThe Associaeed Press is exclusively entitled to republish
tions; of. course, are those older
news originated by The Murray Ledger &'Times as
local
people with actual brain
well avail other AP news.
disorders,"
This infsirtriApii
. ,,,was taken
. TELEPHONE rifiiiitsErs6
from a . pamphlet called "The
753-1918.
Office
Business
brain and agina : the myths,.the
753-1916
Advertising
Classified
S.
and
Freeze,
facts" by Arthur
753-1911r
Advertising
(Display)
Retail
published and distributed by the
763-1911$
Circulation
Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381
753-11111
Dept
Sports
and
News
Park Ave. South, New York, NY
10016 t Pamplet 591-50(1.

automakers have just lowered by
a.million their sales expectations
for next year, and consumers are
cutting purchases and maybe saving again.
The University of Michigan's
latest survey report indicates
strongly that high interest rates
now, control consumer thinking,
lower price's notwithstanding. According to a statement accompanying the report:
"High interest rates stifle buy
ing. Lowered price expectations
and a more optimistic outlook for
the economy stand in sharp contrast to widespread unfavorable
buying attitudes, due to high interest rates."
Sellers and buyers of houses
might be particularly interested
in how high rates have been
maneuvering the housing market,
as described in the Michiganreport:
"When interest rates declined in
mid-1980, favorable house buying
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Today In History
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Community Events
Business and Professional Women's Club will
Temple Hill Chapter
have Its birthday party at
6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas No. 511 Order of the
with Jo Curris as Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
speaker.
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Home Department of
lodge hall.
the
at
Murray
Woman's Club
Thursday,Nov.19
9:30 a.m.
brell
meet
Chapter
Xi Alpha Delta
Withers -Day Out will
akfast
with
Helen
w
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- of Beta Sigma Phi will
speaker.
Hodges
as
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
tist Church.
Center.
Senior Citizens Centers
Carol Poe Group of
Magazine Club will will be open as follows:
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 meet at 2 p.m. at Holiday Hazel and Douglas from
p.m. at Judy Henry's Inn with Martha Carter 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
as hostess.
home.

• . Wednesday,Nov.11
SIDS (sudden death
syndrome) Group will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center. PersaU please
note change in date due to
Thanksgiving.

- Thursday,Nov.19
Men's Stag Night will
be at 5:30 p,m. at Murray
Country Club with Tommy Rushing, Dick Stout,
Buddy Parker and Ed
Carroll in charge of arrangements.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant,Draffenville.

Friday,Nov.20
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a supVolunteers of Calloway per for all Masonic
County Public Library Widows at 6:30 p.m. at
will have their second the lodge hall.
potluck luncheon at noon
at the library.
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
Alpha Mu Chapter of a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will and Douglas
Centers.
meet at 7 p.m. in the
home of Dorothy EdMothers Morning Out
wards, Highway 641 will be at 9 a.m.
at First
South.
Christian Church.

;
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Stylish, Affordable •

Bring
The
Family
To Our
10th
Annual

CH ISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

•
•
95•
•
•
•

:* Ballerinas
• Navy, Violet,
M. Brown, Gray, Wine
•

$17

:Canvas Pursel
Trim
•Whales, Shells, Polo Rider

•
•

*Refreshments *Door Prizes
*Carnations For The Ladies
*Live Organ Music •WSJP - Live Radio
See The tent h anistmas Floral Decorations
Cal Now For
THE
AN Yoe

•

POPPY Rend
Ne.ds
753-6100
SHOPPE "7P°Plir

95:
•

With Ritibr)h

III

Sunday Nov. 22
1:00 - 5i00 P.M.

•

•

hack

•
•
•

*: ON THE SQUARE

AT CAMPOUT — Thirty-two members attended the campout of the Twin Lakers Good Sam Recreational
Vehicle Chapter of Western Kentucky at Columbus Belmont State Park in October. The Chapter will meet this
weekend at Piney Campground in Land Between the Lakes.

Twin Lakers Chapter
Camps At Columbus Park
The Twin Lakers Good
Sam Recreational Vehicle Chapter of Western
Kentucky had its October
:.ampout at Columbus
Belmont State Park with
Hugh and Larue Wallace
as wagonmasters and
Fred and Martha Butterworth as assistants.
A chili supper was served Saturday, Oct. 17, in
the pavilion in the civil
war park.
On Sunday morning
7:00, 9:25

Ends Then.
MERYL &MEER
JEREMY IRONS

vieWench
lieutenano
Wonacur

7:10,9:10
SR'S YOU UST TWa WM YOU?

Al Seats $1.58 to see

vesper services were also
conducted at the pavilion
due to rainy weather.
Attending the campout
were W. Rudolph and
Opal Howard, Bill and
Norette Hill, C. W. and
Dortha Jones, Andy, Linda, Greg and Lori
Rogers, Jack and Betty
Wagar, Joe, Frances,
Mark and Amy Wilkerson, Charlie, Gayle,
Angel and Melissa

Adams, Guy and June
Cunningham,,Harry and
Betty Cartwright, Ned
and Beth Wilson, Jimmy,
Sherry and Ginger
Graham, the Butterworths and the Wallaces.
The club will have its
monthly campout Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday,
Nov. 20-23, at Piney Campground, Land Between

Freeman And Gingles
Present Discussions

Birth
ANDERSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Anderson, Rt. 5, Murray,
are the parents of a son,
Nathan Andrew,
weighing six pounds 13/
1
2
ounces, measuring 191
/
2
inches, born Saturday,
Oct. 31, at 8:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the
former Linda Jones.
Both the father and
mother are employed at
Fisher-Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jones of
Aurora and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Anderson
of New Concord.

Olga Freeman and Bir- Pat Gingles, an architect
die Gingles presented and her granddaughter,
discussions at the Oc- Jane Thomas, who earntober meeting' of the ed her doctor's degree at
Magazine Club at the the University of Wyomhome of Frances Brown. ing where she supervises
coal sampling, especially
Freeman's study was testing the sulphur
conof "Black Gold and Gas" tent of coal.
•
in which she quoted from
Prior to their discusvarious sources concern- sions, Clinton Rowlett
ing these resources in the gave highlights of the
state of Kentucky. She program theme for the
said "Kentucky has only year, "E, nergy Resources
an insignificant fraction in Kentucky."
of the national oil ..,,Dorothy McKenzie
reserves with Ashland Oil gave the devotional
Refinery using most of thoughts. Irma La
the East Kentucky out- Follette, President,
put."
presided.
During the social hour
Gingles' study was
about "Synfuels and refreshments were servSolar Heat." She quoted ed by the hostess. Later
from many sources and the members viewed the
also gave special various collections of
knowledge that her son, Brown.

Foretold by a wizard.
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Calvary Temple
Plans Services

SINGER

Col. Charles Holt,an international evangelist,
will be the guest speaker
at services planned at
Calvary Temple Church,
Highway 641 South, starting tonight and continuing through Sunday, Nov
22.
Services will be at 7:30 "Prosperity is no just
p.m., Wednesday through scale; adversity' is the only
Saturday, and at 11 a.m. balance to weigh friends."
Sunday, aetording to the — Plutarch.
pastor, the Rev. William
Cox, who invites the
public to attend.

THE ACES®IRA

ItediagSpecials

bids Then. 7:10,9:00

Chestnut St •751-33I 4

Your Ticket
To Savings.

PAGLIAIS
to

Italian Spaghetti

Special
Only $

Model 2001
The Touch-Trollies Memory
machine is your ticket to easy
sewing. Just touch the picture
of one of the 27 different
stitch patterns and this electronic machine will sew your
instructions instantly. Additional features like the selfwinding bobbin, the Flip &
Sew* panel and the exclusive
Touch-Tronie buttonholer
make this machine a hot ticket
item. Reg.$1079.00

the Lakes, with C. W.and
Dortha Jones as wagonmasters and Rudolph and
Opal Howard as
assistants. A supper of
soup, sandwiches, and
desserts will be served
Saturday at 5 p.m. at the
Jones campsite. Sunday
morning prior to vesper
services a potluck
breakfast will be served.

°9

‘%ith Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Ditra
69 Special For Kids1

2000
Reg.949,95
Model 2000
Only
The Touch-Ironic' Memory

inside Dining Onlv

688

machine 2000 cuts right to the
core of easy sewing. Offering
25 creative stitch patterns. A ;I
"Magic" button fitting buttonholer. The Flip & Sew'
panel that lowers for in-theround sewing.

Free Refilk On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
Yew Can't Eat This Geod At Hoinc. For This Priv.

In today's tricky layout,
almost everyone would
make an overtrick if a couple of finesses work. The
real challenge is to keep
from making an undertrick
when all finesses lose.
Marty Bergen of Hudson,
NY, played today's game at
the Summer National
Championships held in
Boston. One look at dummy
gave him regrets about getting past three no trump; all
the more reason to find a
way to make five clubs.
West led the spade 10, a
lead that Bergen read as a
singleton (even if it weren't,
a losing finesse would give
East the lead for the obvious and fatal heart shift).
Alertly. Bergen rose with
dummy's ace and thought
about his chances 'of avoiding three major suit losers.

When the lights turned on,
Bergen led a trump to his
king and caged his top
diamonds. A second trump
to dummy's ace drew the
remaining trump and it was
time for wishes to come
true. Dummy's diamond
jack was led and when East
didn't cover, it was good
news. The spade jack was
discarded on dummy's diamond jack and West had the
lead
Had he had a spade to
lead, dummy's Q-9 would
have provided- a ruffing
finesse and a diamond
would offer a ruff and
discard. There was nothing
NORTH
11-18-81-A
•AQ954
,J6
•J.7 5
•A 10 2
WEST
EAST
•10
•KI1 7 6 2
•AQ10972
V854
* Q 86 4
•10 9 3 2
•Q 8
•5
SOUTH
•J 1
VK3
•A K
•K.107613

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
14

West

1111
Pass
All
pass

54

Ask
About Your
Free Gift
For
Cash
Sale
Model 247

Machines
Starting At

98°°

Christmas Layaway
Financing Available

RESTAURANT
"Serving American &Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
tine-63.4--waF'
save time and patience

•

•
•
$25.00 Worth of Material •
With Purchase of the 834 •
•
with easy-to-use kattres
like a 4isep btUi buttonhoiet frors
dross-WI bobbin and sail- threads:is:take
up levet Plus. sewing on arty fabric,
• in any direction is simple wih8
bee in stitches and a free-anit

6107

•
•
Murray Sewing Center
Ends
Sale
•
lel Air Canter
-Sat. Nov.
Murray, Ky.
28
7534323
I*
••••••••••••••••••••
A

G. CORN,JR.

"LUNCH SPECIALS"
American & Chinese Buffet

11reolifost 6 a.m.-11 a.m.lima 11-2 p.m.
Diem 4-18

Hwy.641 Soak lisIday hie
Many.Ky.(502)753-4418

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Spade 10
left but hearts and the
forced lead away from
West's ace gave Bergen his
well-earned llth trick.
Bid with Core
South holds

11-18-81-B

•10
111,A Q 117 73
* Q 86 4
•Q 8
-•

All You Can Eat $325 Per Person
Includes: Salad Bar, Chinese And American Entree,
• 3 Kinds Of Vegetables, Fried Rice, Chinese Hot or Iced Tea. Also Includes 1 Serving Soup & 1 Appetizer
'Children Wider 12 VI
PriceI
&Alt Oa-tenthly 11-2 American Food Served Tool--

Nara
14
44

North
•
I
Z•

Soot*
2, .
•

ANSWER: Three hearts. Do
not bid three diamonds,
because that would force
opener to bid • again and
would promise more
strength.
•• . Seed brldp rometleee le The AM
P ci ass *1351 ca.. Tao MK
with tell-eddemet desped aroslop

/ I-,-,.

P414.5-4 liii. Ml HR ti . k% .1.1.111.1.14 A 11%1E%. rilsr.sial. "4nr1Ul...1, II, 1981

Chapter Has Meet
Love-Houlton

Tired of sleepy hubbie
Lawrisnc• E. Lnisib,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — My
husband is 24 years old and
seems to be in good health.
He had a physical a month
ago and everything is
normal. The problem is all
be does is sleep. Others in his
family are the same way
They all go to bed early,
sleep late and take naps all
day long. My husband cannot
sit through a TV program
without falling asleep. He
used to say be was tired
from work but I know that
isn't so as be was off work
for four months and still
slept. Could this just be a
habit?
I tried giving him vitamins, thinking be lacked
something, but that didn't
help. I thought maybe it was
boredom, but how bored can
he get? He also has numerous headaches which I'm
pretty sure are from a sinus
condition. I gave him
antihistamines and that
made him_more sleepy. Can
these headaches be from
sleeping too much/ Please
help. I'm tired of seeing him
in a horizontal position.
DEAR READER — The
long hours of sleep you
describe are not normal.
People can develop a habit
of sleeping too much. While
headaches come from many
causes, excessively long
sleeps can indeed be one
cause.
Your letter tells me that
your husband is very inactive. He may be depressed,
which wouldn't show up on a
medical examination unless
the doctor was alerted to
look for a depression, or
your husband told him about
his excessive sleep. There
are some medical conditiqns
that do cause this condition
which we call hypersomnia.
Your husband should
make a conscious effort to
become more active. Get
him to go for a walk instead
of watching TV. Give him
some physical activity every
time you see him starting to
nod or to lie down. Encourage him to stay up until 11
p.m. and then get him up by
7 a.m. When he wakes up
take him for a walk. The
more inactive a person
becomes the more tired he
feels. It is a vicious cycle.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 6-6,
Effects of Inactivity, Including Bed Rest, which he
4hould read. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551., Radio

City Station, New York. NY
10011 Activity atom energizes people and makes
them feel much better. Rest
is important but it can be
too much of a good thing.
DEAR DR LAMB — I
found out about five .weeks
age that I have leskopinia
and my white cells are only
about 2,000 to 2.200 when
there should be 4,000 to
10,000. I'm a 34-year-old
female, 105 pounds and have
two children ages 12 and 9. I
would like to know what
causes leukopenia and what
to do about it.
DEAR READER — Leukopenia means a low white
blood cell count as you have.
There may be 20 times as
many white cells in your
marrow and 20 times as
many in your tissues outside

your bloodstream Then,
many white cells may start
to the side at the blood vessels and will not hems the
blood sample. So by itself a
law count means little MOM
than the necessity to do
more sophisticated tests.
U you have a true low
level of white cells it may be
from &up,a variety of diseases or even exposure to a
toxin. If it is a drug or toxin,
removal of the offending
agent is important In Ober
instances there is no apparent cause. In these cases
nothing need be done except
to be sure to dee your doctor
If you have any infectious
disease — including even a
cold — to obtain adamant
protection because Or
defemie provided by you'
few white cells may not be
adequate.

Dairy Farmers
To Attend Meet
An estimated 75 local
dairy farmer-members of
the Paducah Division of
Dairymen, Inc. will attend the milk marketing
cooperative's 13th annual
meeting, Nov: 20-21, in Louisville, according to
Division Assistant
Manager,Jerry Adams.
The delegation will be
headed by Carrel
Childress of Paducah,
president of the Division
Board_ of firectors. He
and other Paducah Division Dairymen directors
were e cted by fellow
dairymen members in
their areas, which include Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Illinois.
Dairymen is a regional
milk -marketing
cooperative owned and
operated by 8,000 dairy
farmers in 17
southeastern states, with
headquarters in
Louisville.
Paul and Linda
Henderson of Hazel, who
won the title of Paducah
Division Young
Dairymen of 1981, this

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- receive pleasant news from
row be? To find out what the afar. Social life and travel are
stars say, read the forecast favored.
AQUARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
0110111
, (Jan.20 to Feb.18) ,
Avoid costly pietism triPs
ARM
and concentrate on ways to
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19
You may goof off on the job improve security. Late evenluring the-morning, but sup- ing is romantic. Career talks
port from Others renews your have successful results.
enthusiasm later. New ideas PISCES
(Feb. 19toMar.20) X
are exciting.
li you avoid excessive exTAURUS
penditure, you'll have a happy
(Apr.20toMay 20)
You'll have a good time time in company of friends
now, but don't be careless on and loved ones. Make plans
•

•

fall, will be competing
against their counterparts from other
Dairymen producer divisions for selection as
Outstanding Young
Dairymen Couple of tile
Year. The contestants
will be honored and the
winning Young Dairymen
Couple will be announced
at a banquet on Thursday, Nov. 19.
Kentucky Governor
John Y. Brown, Jr. will
welcome the expected
4,400 dairymen to the twoday meeting. The
meeting theme, "New
Challenges, New Directions," recognizes
Dairymen's growths and
entry into new milk processing areas,such as the
production of new ultrahigh temperature milk,
said Adams, "UHT milk
is to be introduced at the
World's Fair in Knoxville, Tenn.", he added.
Local dairy farmers
will join with other
member-owners of their
cooperative, their guests
and dairy industry
leaders to hear reports
on the activities and accomplishments of
Dairymen and its subsidiaries during the past
year. The elected
delegates will conduct
any necessary business
on behalf of all the
members.

You're inclined
to
overspend on personal items.
Evening brings romance and

creative energy. Let others
know how much you care.
LIBRA
(Seiit. 23 to Oct. 221
After some dilly-dallying,
you'll make a determined effort to complete unfinished

tasks. Enjoy a quiet evening
with loved ones.
SCORPIO
((ct.n to Nov.21) 171/4C
'
Though social life is happy,
be discriminate about whom
you take into your confidence.
Singles meet with romantic
opportunities.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec. 21)
Ftiends may have grandiose career schmeils, which
should be rejected, but ;ou'll
meet with legitimate opportunities to getahead now.
CAPRICORN
40
(Dec.22toJan.19) /
Beware of big talkers during
the niOrning. Later you'll

fie

11-14-81
Adults 135
Nursery 5
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Judy Ann Hollander,
Box 825, Murray, Adam
D. Houk, Rt. 3, Murray,
Charlese E. Stinnett, No.

carved from ash, and an
assortment of spoons and
laddles made from such
woods as partridge,'
cherry, black walnut, and
maple.
His work is mainly
marketed through a craft
gallery in Long Island
and one in Charleston, W.
Va. The first week in
December he will have a
number of his hand
crafted pieces at a national craft fair in Columbus, Obio.
•
"People are invited to
come see the exquisite
workmanship and
beautiful finishes on the
small kitchenware that
will be shown through the
month of November,"
Velva Maupin, library
staff coordinator of
displays,remarked.

Jan Rowlette was
hostess for the meeting of
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Signs Phi at her
home on Oct. 22
The chapter members
were shown samples of
shuts by Edna Vaughn
with one to be selected as
the sorority's shirt to
wear at all sorority activities
A guest was Jeannine
Coleman The history of
Beta Sigma Phi and Xi
Alpha Phi, Chapter was
given for Coleman.
Sylvia Thomas, Gina
Thomas. Linda Fain, Linda Busters. and Kathy

at the
9

Mr. and M rs. Dennis flunhtm
ored dress with a threeake was decorated in
tiered skirt, empire waist burgandy and pink, topline accented ivith pink, ped with 4_ miniature
burgandy, and white bride and groom Pink
flowers, and cap sleeves punch, champagne, nuts
trimmed in lace. She car- and mints were alsoservried two long stemmed ed
pink roses with matching
Serving the guests were
pink ribbons.
Frances Mellon, joy
Serving as best man Marrs and Jenny'Bruce
was Michael Marrs. He
The groom is in the
wore a navy blue suit. United States Navy staThe groom wore his navy tioned in South Carolina
dress uniform.
and the bride is employed
Reception .
at Fisher Price in MurA reception followed ray.
the ceremony.
Guests were served
from a table overlaid
with a white table cloth.
The two-tiered wedding

18 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Martha Jane Brandon,
722 Sycamore, Murray,
Diana M. Sayler, 1602 A
Calloway, Murray,
Amanda G. Winfield,
Rt. 4, Murray, Nancy C.
Fox, Box 22, Dexter,
Elizabeth A. Gillihan, Rt.
7, Benton, Pamela A. McCoy, Rt. 3, Fulton, Alecia
G. Galindo, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.
Margaret A. Cochrum,
914 N. 18th St., Murray,
Edward E. Johnson, Rt.
5, Murray, Charlie M.
Jones, 198 Park Ave.,
Dawson Springs, Ruby J.
Evans, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Roger A. Tebbetts,
Rt. 2, Murray.
Grace Elizabeth Wynn,
Rt. 4, Cadiz, Ruth H.
Johnston, 808 Main, Murray, Lovena Schroader,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Everette L.
Massey, 221 So. 11th St.,
Murray, Wesley P.
Russell, Rt.6, Murray.
Arlene Evans, Rt. A,
Box 287, Paris, Tenn.,
Lucy M. Holcomb, .P.O.
Box 13, Mayfield, William
E. Price Sr., Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Maude L.
Cohoon, 712 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Dorothy N.
Adams (expired), Rt. 2,
•
Cadiz.

HAPPINESS
PLACE
This Thursday
&Friday' it
Nov. 19th
A'20th-

If I went
to church, (,
the roof would
cave in.
If mit, tn, perfect and the pious were going to church, the
pre& her +.4,ouldn't have much to say. Well, that isn't the case
and the preachers have a lot to talk about.
( toff, h is a place for us to go to worship God and to try to
risk. urselves as acteptable in HIS eyes as We poor mortals
, at Yoe folks at the Christian Church Disciples of Christ
v,e have a lot of work to do on our souls and we're working a it real hard
W,. hope you'll come to church Sunday and start your own
imprr Nement program along with us We all have a long way
041

We go almost every Sunday and the roof hasn't caved in yet,
u•re probably safe

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David(' Hoot. Minister

Pier I Imports

RI.041rS

OPEN
.
SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00
•

Kelley reported on the
meeting of all Beta Sigma
Phi Chapters in Paducah
Ihn attwded Oct 12 _
Refreshments were
served by the hostesses.
Hewlett:and Linda Fain.
At the Oct. I meeting of
the chapter at Granny's
Pont. plans for selling
sittings for family portraits were announced
The Mines at a cad of
V.'S will be on Dec 5
with proofs to be ready in
tune for Christmas, a
chapter spokesman said
Eva Crank was voted
the Chapter's Valentine
Queeitfor this year

44f

Hospital Report

Sartorius Displays
Crafts At Library

A display- of wood
crafts by Norm Sartorius
is being shown in the lobby of Calloway County
Public Library.
Sartorius presently is
working with Bobby
Falwell, a local artist in
the field of wood working.
the job. Evening hours are for travel.
romantic and bring increased YOU BORN TODAY have a He was born in Maryland
genuine interest in redressing and attended schools
rapport with others.
the wrongs done to your there and then later movGEMINI
- neighbor. You're at home in ed to West Virginia where
(May 21 to June 20) no,
A loved one may have the political world, but must he has made his home ununrealistic plans. Evening guard against fixed ideas and til he came to Murray
hours favor home entertain- domineering ways. Your
about six months ago. He
ing. Later, you may get new greatest success comes when
you learn not to take yourself began his work with
ideas about a work project.
too seriously. With a lighter woods in 1974 and makes
CANCER
touch, you'll be loved as well mostly small kitchen(June 21 toJuly 72)
Don't promise more than as respected. Often you're ware items of a great
you can 'deliver. It's a drawn to the arts, where you'll variety of woods.
favorable time for affairs of find success in criticism, ac- Included in th display
the heart. Creative types en- ting, poetry, . music and are a matched set of a
literature. Law, medicine and shoe horn and letjoy increased productivity.
religion may also appeal to teropener made made of
LEO
you. Birthdate of: Clifton
(July 23to Aug.72)
oak; a small bowl made
Business and pleasure com- Webb, actor; Indira Gandhi; of pluM; a pie server
bine to your advantage, but political leader.
avoid lavish expenditure. Be
alert for new domestic and
work opportunities.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.72) nPkil

412{4A

Cheryl Love. &seater
of
Love of Hazel, became
the bride of Dennis
Houlton, son of Iva
Parkhill of Pensacola,
Fla., and the late John
Houlton, in a ceremony at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Marrs.
The vows were exchanged on the patio deck
over looking Kentucky
Lake with the Rev. David
Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church,
officiating at the doublering ceremony.
Angela Love, sister ol
the bride, attended th(
guest register.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents,
wore a traditional floor
length gown made of
white organza with a
Queen Anne neckline and
bodice covered with
chantily lace and pearls,
full Bishop pleated
sleeves with cuffs of
chantilly lace and pearls,
a natural fitted waistline
with a full A-line shirt
with appliques of silk
venise lace and a chapel
length train having
pleated bottom trimmed
in lace.
She wore a fingertip
veil, that was attached to
a Juliet cap overlaid with
chantily lace, incrusted
with tiny seed pearls and
encircled with sequins.
Her something old was
her paternal grandmother's gold ring, her
something new was her
engagement ring.;
something borrowed was
her wedding dress; and
her something blue was
the traditional garter.
She carried a bouquet
of burgandy, dusty rose
and pink silk roses and
baby's breath with pink
streamers.
Pamela Williams of
Springville, Tenn., was
the matron of honour.
Her gown was a beige col-
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EVERY SUNDAY 'TH. CHRISTMAS
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DON'T MISS THIS S'PECIAL! COME JOIN THE FUN!

I III. MI RH 11.k..1.1%1N.F.11 & TINES,11rdaraday. Noviroallarr IS. NW

Storey's
IFICIC3113
GIANT
o•an

ir

Where La
Wishing You

Happy Thanksgiving

enter

-

The Folks At Storey's
food Giant

Prices Good Weds. 11-18 tin Titers. 11-26

We Will be open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thanksgiving Day
Amommommoor

FOOD GIANT

G

BROWN & SERVE

DIXIt FRESH
GRADE "A" LARGE

COKE, SPRITE,
MELLO YELLO,
TAB, MR. PIBB

EGGS

12189

N.

DOMINO

SUGAR

79

Limit Two Per Family
Wit,$10.00 Aderetiesel Order
Exch.& Tobacco &
Prodects

$v 9
S LB. BAG

PLUS DEPOSIT
6 PK. 1001.

LIMIT TWO P EA

BETTY CROCKER LAYER

GOLD MEDAL

CAKE
MIXES

iigiE
MILK

FLOUR
SUNSHINE KRISPY

SALTINE
CRACKERS

NELLMANNS

$229

PLASTIC GALLON

WITH COUPON BELOW

BUTTER

1 LB.$1

soz.694

iMARGARINE 1 LB. WS. 59'
640z.$1 69

- KRAFT ITALIAN

4 DRESSING

;VLAS1C HAMBURGER DILL

CHIPS

q
i KRAFT FRENCH

BIRDS EYE

COOL WHIP
TOPPING

i DRESSING

PRIDE Of ILLINOIS EARLY.

la CREAM

'
PEAS
1
i KRAFT 1006 ISLAND
t

.,i, DRESSING

BUSHS SHOWBOAT BLACKEYE

I

BEANS

VELVETTA

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Caress

BEANS

120Z.51 59

STOKLET

HUNTS
320!.69'

8 OZ.

170Z. 2I89

4 ROLL $1 09

VLASIC SWEET BUTTER
220!.89'

JELLY
BISCUITS
SOUP
CAMPBELL TOMATO

BOUNTY PAPER

39
JUMBO

RUSKS CHILI HOT

2/894

320!.$

19

320!. VI 29

80Z 6 PK $1 09

CAMPBELL CHICKEN NOODLE

09

16 OZ.

3/$1

SCOT FARM

09

170!.

KETCHUP

'so'.

KRAFT GRAPE

CHARM BATHROOM

16 OZ.

7 OZ.594

BUMS KIDNEY

160Z.

SOUP.

29'
1toz. 23'
100z.

CAMPBELL

BEANS

1601.3/$1 VEGETABLE

CARNATION INSTANT

100!. 294

BLUE BARN

$319 DOG FOOD
*01.

MILK

$399
25 LB.

'I

CARNATION EVAPORATED

$1 4910tAFT BID
10 CT.

SAUCE

694 MILK
4/$1°9 BUTTER
loot

130!.

ill PEANUT

2 LB.
$299

HOMINY

141
/
2OZ.

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Liquid

Wisk
leradry Detergent

Gotd Only At Stocey's
Exp. 11-26-81

CREME

KRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

GLAD 30 GAL. TRAM

UAFT

KRAFT MARSHMALLOW

.7.3/89

754 PEAS
694 SINGLES
754 GATORADE
isoi 3/$1 09 CORN
2/$1 TISSUE
3/$1 CHIPS
754 TOWELS
8 oz.

VAN CAMP PORK &

BAGS
89

WITH BEANS I;7

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

i BUSNS CUT GREEN
i

BEANS
1 sot LAD CRANBERRY
;SAUCE
i

FROZiFtedEONUT
60z 494

8
4;
,60,
LA,
--

More Low Prices On More Items Everydautfood

e

f&RAFT ORANGE

A GAL $

KEL YS

1

CRISCO
SHORTENING.....2 9

IMPERIAL

JUICE
_

QT.

99

FLAV-O-RICH WHIPPING

CREAM

29

MAYONNAISE

#LAV-0-RICH REAL

88

S LB. BAG

12!..$649
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
hirm One Per Family
Final Touch
Fabric Softener

11101.$1 80 I

I 114 7-1 I In. MI lilt 11 .

I./ 114.1.K jII/n."4. 111 edar.d.”.•ittrimiliwr II ligi

w Prices Originate
GradeA
Hyde-Park
Self Basted
18-22 Lbs.

RLITrrvRA..

ALL AMERICAN OR
FRONTIER BONELESS

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

CUBE STEAK FAMILY PACK

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

DINNER
ROLLS

GIANT DELI SAVINGS

New!! Deli Fresh Pizzas $1.99 Lb.
Le 99
COLE

SLAW

HAM & CHEESE n n e
SANDWICH
7
BIM HAM

$259

210 SIZE

1ANGERINES 11 5
RED POTATOES

LB.

10-12 Lb. Turkey
4 Lb. Dressing
1 Qt. Gravy

CRANBERRIES

Supply Limited

Food Giant Cash Pot'
Elaine Paschall
Winner $200.00
"Murray, Ky.

Celery 3/$ 1
. Green Onions

00

3$1
i 00

1'10 8 1 1111 111111(11 1%,

1 11/4 1 It A 11111 - \I

,tietor

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Free Banquet Facilities

C01111).411111
SIM I lIjS
Lunch Special
All You Can Eat

Soup & Salad Bar
"Over 35 Items-

$ 1 99
*•-••••••••••••••••••••11441
Your Choice of

4 Lunch Dinners

$1 99

Salad
Bar
$1 00 Extra
Choice of Potato &
Texas T000st. Free
Refills on Coffee, Tea
& Soft Drinks 11 am -4 p m
Murray
Coll 753-0440
So. 12th

University Production Has No Stars
By Frank Blodgett
Playwright Preston
Jones understood people
in small, dusty;decaying
towns whose hopes and
dreams had melted with
the years. He wrote three
plays about them called
"The Texas Trilogy"
before his untimely
death. •
Last weekend, the Murray State University
Theatre presented the second of its productions
from the trilogy, "The
last Meeting of the
Knights of the White
Magnolia," at R. E.
Johnson Theatre.
It was funny, it was
sad, it was disturbing and
.at times pathetic -- but it
was always good theatre.
The initiation scene, for
instance. .was a
marvelous parody of, all
the initiations you've
ever seen.
The inhabitants of the

Knights of the White
Magnolia meeting room
were a motley crew trying to hang on to an era
that had passed them by.
They met in the name of
brotherhood and yet the
atmosphere at times was
one of tension dislike and
even disgust.All of thisza
well as the comic
moments — and there
were many of them —
were revealed to an appreciative and responsive
opening night crowd by
the fine ensemble acting
of the entire cast.
There were no stars in
this play. Everyone pulled his weight. Special
mention should, however,
be made of the performances of Roderick
Reed as the old janitor
Ramsey-Eyes, James
Coffey as the crusty and
nearly senile Col.
Kinkaid, Randall Cook as
the cantankerous Olin

Your discount parts supermart
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.88
Replace worn U-joints
now and save at
Auto Shack.

Foreign water

Carburetor kits

pump

Improve your gas mileage and
engine performance at Auto
Shack.

Remanufactured for
most imports. Price
with exchange.

Car & truck partsmsave 10-50%
tIES4100

Preston* super flush
One step action.
Easy to use.
Limit 2.

14.99

39.99
Burglar alahm
*eyiess sops°,di,irm

1.4,/l4; a

ocia In

'
Nine,

Digital auto clock
Digital read-out clock by
Sparkomatic Plastic
wood grain look cabinet

t.

•"1.1.•

sarthoto ow maw.=
Offita mom to to • me 40.elm
Ear
11111119.....• ••••
1

1.1
coif
-

Jill

01111114 Mil

#820

Hi-lift jack
7,000 lbs. of capacity
Designectfor simplicity
and durability.

addsd4he heal teeth le
an otherwise very well
done theatrical production.
As the last meeting
ended the leader, L. J.,
said, "Things ain't the

anymore."- JonL
made his point and made
it well. His play provided
an enjoyable evening ip,
the theatre as well as ap
important statemenf
about our society.

eine

University Hospital
Has Money Troubles
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Money-troubled
University Hospital in
Louisville needs help to
pay for charity care and
keep it from closing, the
president of the University of Louisville said.
The hospital has
deficit of almost $5
million.
Dr. Donald C. Swain
said that closing is a real
possibility.

Speaking at a Jeffersop
County Medical Society
dinner Monday night, be
said "University Hospital
cannot continue....unlesi
a solution is found soon tO
our funding problems. We
are on a disastrous:,
course that cannot go op
very much longer—a few "
months at the most." . •.
He suggested a heakhl
tax as a possible solution:-

Local Teachers
Plan Workshop
A keyboard workshop
team of two faculty
members from Murray
State University will be in
Nashville to present a
program on Friday, Nov.
20.
Marie Taylor,
associate professor of
music, and Dr. James
McKeever, assistant professor of music, will conduct the workshop at the
Volz Music Store, beginning at 9:30 a.m. It is open
to members of the Piano
Guild, the Tennessee
Music Teachers Association and other local piano
groups.
Topics to be covered include "Teaching Technique to the Intermediate
Student" and "Repertoire for the Intermediate
Student."
Mrs. Taylor, who joined the Murray State
faculty in 1969, is the
keyboard unit coordinator on the campus.
She is an active solo and

chamber music pet;.:
former throughout the
region and is known for
her harpsichord lectur6-recitals.
She has degrees from
Southern Illinois University and from Michgan
State University in plant
performance.
McKeever, a member
of the Murray State facul- ty since 1977, has also
concertized extensively
in the region. He recently
completed a revised and.
annotated edition of
Conus'"Fundamentals of
Piano Technique." He
wrote an article titled
"Godowsky's Studies on
Chopin's Etudes," which
appeared in the March,
1980,Clavier magazine.
McKeever earned the
B.F.A. degree at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania and the M. Mus.
and D.M.A. degrees iii
piano at the University of
Cincinnati C-ollege.-Conservatory of Music.

Let's Talk
Turkey

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

34.95

R-otts and Howard entertain and to make us
Eugene Biby as the weak remember a not too pleasant past.
willed Skin Hampton.
As staged by Director
Reed played a
believable, if stereo- James I. Schempp, the
typed, black servant of characters came alive
the times who wasn't and the actors really got
quite what he seemed. into the spirit of the occaCoffey did a commen- ...ton_ This was especially
dable job as the crippled noteworthy coming from
old man who drifted in a cast of young people
and out of reality. He who were just being born
showed us the voice and at the time this play was
the mannerisms — if not set. They were woven
the age — of his together into a well
character - and handled designed whole. They
the wide range of mood even sounded like they
with real facility. Cook were from Texas.
had the look, walk,
University Theatre's
gestures and accent of his new Technical Director
character down pat and William Peeler outdid
Biby made Skip a real himself with the setting.
person — a pathetic, It looked just like a run
weak willed person but down room in a seedy
one for which we could hotel right down to the
feel sorry.
peeling wallpaper and
All of the others in the tacky furniture. It even
cast played their parts looked dusty. The lighted
well and added to the cross on the wall was the
overall impact of the first piece of scenery I've
play. Scott Dowd per- ever seen get laughs
sonified the loud mouthed when it went into its
tough guy type we've all "act."
known at some time and
Preproduction publiciPhil Bowermaster, who
ty
noted the language
oncast
the
to
was added
ly a week before its open- might be offensive to
ing, did a good job as some. That's true but I'd
Rufe Phelps whose main say you'd have to be very
joys in life were playing sensitive to be offended.
horseshoes and dominos It's locker room talk —
and arguing incessantly biting, witty and often off
color — but it's never in
with Olin.
Tracy Hermann as bad taste or vulgar.
Milo and James Griffin There are few words used
as Lonnie Roy were that most of us don't hear
delightful comic relief as frequently. Besides, peothe "young blood." They ple like the characters in
had a lot of country bum- this play talk that way.
pkin in them as they apMy only problem with
peared to walk a fine line the play was the makeup.
between the old ways and It's certainly difficult to
the new. Mike Shore make 20 year olds look in
played the Imperial Wiz- their 40's and 50's not to
zard well as he struggled mention 70's, but it can be
to get the group through done with modern
the first real., meeting makeup techniques. Most
they'd had in years.
of the actors looked as if
"The Last Meeting of they had dirty faces inthe Knights of the White stead of makeup designed
Magnolia' is a play about to create the illusion of
prejudice, despair and age. While this didn't
nostalgia. It's a slice out keep anyone from enjoyof life but a well struc- ing the performance, bettured one designed to ter makeup would have

7
1.

1.79

T-handle spark
plug wrench
Your choice 58 o•
13 16 Remove
plugs easy

24.99

8.99

RAC tune & test kit
Save gas Cc.?XP
'770"Pk S?ve I me
rune i.ou - own car

40-piece socket set
Contains everything you
need lot the do-ityourselfer Metric & /nth.

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. HI8 p.m.
#215G

THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANT ASSOCIATION IS CELEBRATING
THANKSGIVING WITH
GREAT SAVINGS FOR YOU!
. So Come Downtown on
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 20th & 21st
and Register for a
FREE TURKEY
To Be Given Away In Each Participating Store
Drawings Will Be Held 4:00 p.m. Sat.
Winners Will be Notified

.99
Eveready energizer
Long life alkaline bat
tenes in C. D. 9V, & AA
Lima 2-two pack

Battery charger
6 amp batterv charger
by Schauer Buy now
and save

29.99

8.99

Wood steering
wheels
Beautiful handsculptured wood with
polished rivets & solid
,
steel rim

Vise-grip gift set
A 1.000 and one uses
Contains two popular
sizes of vise-grips.

Open every Sunday
EXPRESS
PARTS SERVICE

If the part you need is not in stock, Auto
Shack will get it for you promptly.

Ad prle•• not good tor ••praa• parts — Ad pricant good Or., Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS. TN

644-9588

Raw

Mack

Settle Workman
Home Federal
Brights
Specialty Shop
Liftletons
Boones
Twin Lakes
Lermans
Bank of Murray
Thurmans Furniture
Murray Supply
Beale Hardware
Wallis Drugs
Mademoiselle
Corn Austin
Ward Elkins
Murray Appliance
Crass Furniture
Klational Store Murray Ledger and Times
Family Shoe Store
Winchester
Federal Savings and Loan Peoples Bank
WNBS
Pagliais Pizza
Graham Jackson
WSJP
Purdoms Inc.
Holland Drugs
Porkers
OPEN TIL 8:30 P.M. Fri.

R11.41.k..LEDGER &TIM.priarvde%.1 4nerrilter It 1961
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Virginia To Stay With Semiannual Inipections
RICHMOND (AP) —
The state Board of
Transpottation Safety is
opposing Virginia shifting to once-a-year
automobile impactions,
despite State Police
Department support for
the change.
The board voted 6-2
Tuesday to stick with the
semiannual inspection
program and to oppose
any efforts in the next
session of the General
Assembly to institute an
annual vehicle inspection
program in Virginia. Tao
board members were
absent.
The board also voted to
renew efforts to require
Moped riders to have
some type of operator's
license. The board
recommended this step
several years ago but the
legislature refused, while
at the same time
increasing the allowable
horsepower and speeds of
Mopeds.
The board approved a
state police proposal to
increase on-the-spot
safety inspections of
large commercial

vehicles such as
tractor-trailers, buses
and vehicles hauling
hazardous waste.
Capt. Roy M. Terry,
state police safety officer, said that one facet
of the division's proposed
annual inspection program involved
stepped-up supervision of
inspection stations by a
permanent force of state
police inspectors. He said
the force includes a 21trooper contingent that
has been trained to Inspect vehicles transporting hazardous materials.
Terry told the board
that under the current
climate of government
deregulation, it was getting tougher for police to
defend the twice-a-year
inspection program that
was instituted in Virginia
in 1932.
He said Virginia is one
of only a handful of states
requiring twice-a-year inspections and in recent
years a number of states
have either gone to annual inspections or
repealed their programs.
Terry said that during

the past year criticism of
the vehicle inspections
has resulted in pressure
to relax the program. He
mentioned a report
earlier this year by W._
Karl Crain, a professoir
at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University, which said
inspection programs had
little impact on highway
safety.
About the same time,
an NBC television news

inspection was opposed
by James W Heuer,
executive director of the
Virginia Gasoline
Retailers Association,
who said that a survey of
IT, members of the
organization showed
opposition to such a

piogram did a report
Playing down the value of
inspection programs.
Gov-elect Charles S,
Robb, during his campaign this year, voiced
support for annual vehicle inspections.
Terry said the division
also thinks that the fees
should change from $4 semiannually to $7 annually
to make the program
self-supporting.
The switch to annual

•prt.,•

change.
About 90 percent of the
dealers responding to the
survey said that vehicles
would not be as safe as
they are now if inspected

•
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Farm Gold Solid Save 23c

Officials
Address
Problem

third.
"I assured him that I
want him to be the (Corrections) secretary,"
Mettssaid.
If Wilson accepts the
three recommendations,
Metts said his role with
the Corrections Cabinet
would be limited to
"whatever I can
contribute to the efficiency and management of
money." But should
Wilson balk at the recommendations, "then we've
got a problem."

very favorable to another
and expressed some
reservations over the
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Let's Talk Turkey

• Register For a Free
Turkey To Be Given
Away Saturday at
4:00 P.m.
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Family Pock
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Lettuce
Fresh Crisp
I
S
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Celery
Oceon Spray,
pc:A
Cranberries
Fanty Sweet
41
Potatoes 4

16 to 28 Lb

802.69

• Frosty Acres
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Coffee

•
•• Cranberry
Sauce
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CaktMix

•

Mayor Melvin B.
Henley has proclaimed •
the week of Nov. 22-28 as
Free Enterprise Week in
the city of Murray.
During the week,
members of the business
community and the Mur- •
ray Vocational School
will be recognized for •
their roles in "assuring
the future progress anjd •
prosperity of Murray and •
Calloway County."
The mayor's proclama- •
tion for Free Enterprise
Week stated members of •
the local business com- •
munity and the vocational school "have provided a valuable service
In developing leadership,
encouraging cooperation
and promoting good • Pet Ritz
citizenship."
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recommendations to
change the direction" of
the corrections
department.
He added, "Yeah, I
do," when asked if he had
confidence in Wilson as
head of the department.
Wilson was not
available for comment.
There had been
disagreement between
Wilson and one of Metts'
assistants, Owen Caster,
over who runs the agency. Metts said that Wilson •
"was most receptive to
one" recommendation,

and inipectian plans

41t$V-ROU tr-R*N

S.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)— State Corrections
Secretary George Wilson
is studying a list of "major" recommendations
for revamping the
Corrections Cabinet.
State Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts
said he met for about an
hour Tuesday with
Wilsoa„ who asked for a
day to study the
recommendations. Metts
is vice chairman in
charge of corrections for
Gov:John Y. Brown Jr.'s
cabinet.
'Metts withheld details,
except to say that he gave
Wilson three "very major

program has been a good
one, then we should not
retreat from this pow
Wit" said Edgar P
Layman at Waynesboro
The board -should not
consider the politics involved," said James W
Severt of Martinsville.
who proposed that the
hoard support the current
program and more funds
ter the state police to InMUNN its naperyIlion

•
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accidents inweive twice
as many vehicle defects
as ether awns@ and 11
maths is tee 1°'W to go
without isspectiag
brakes. tires. lights and
sharing.hesilt
Board members inthat they should
bass their position se
their concern ter traffic
safety. irrespective el
other 001110111.
"If we have felt(het a
twice-a-year inspection

John T. thaw dIret‘
tor of the Trampertaties
Safety Department. said
be felt that Virgieta had a
good program aew and
that V It were ch
dime to
an anneal basis,statistics
Indicate that as additional 3$ to IS lives would
be lost each year ia accidents in which vehicle
defects were not
detected.
Studies show that fatal

•.-r.1.
1 1.•

Recommendations Studied

,LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Some 120 people
who attended the first
state meeting of Mothers
Ageing Drunk Drivers
were told by law enforcement officials that the
public should concentrate
on the problem of drunk
driving.
Capt. Dick Tong of the
Louisville police traffic
division, said public officials should fight attempts to lower the legal
drinking age.
Jefferson District
Judge John Carter said it
is difficult to get grand
juries to return murder
indictments against
drunk drivers, and an indictment is necessary if
such a driver is to be prosecuted on a felony
charge.
'Lois Windhorst, who is
trying to start a Kentucky
cjiapter of MADD, a
national group,said there
is "an idiotic notion in
society that people who
gat drunk aren't responsible for what they do."
Mrs. Windhorst
became involved in the
cause when her husband's parents were killed last year by a drunken
driver..
Many of those in the audience had also lost
relatives in similar
accidents.

only once a year,he anal
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,EffortsIo Save 13th Century Castle Continue
AP/ ing, so be it. There is no
WELLS,
-- St Eustace, St. Erken- attempt to restore the
wald and St. Ethelburga paint and gilding which
of Barking are dean and onee-must have dazzled
fit for another century on pilgrims. Previous
the freshly scrubbed repairs, however well innorth tower of Wells _ tentioned,are removed.
-Even if we find a VicCathedral.
Statues of bishops and torian nose or finger, we
hermits on the south take it off," said the Rev.
tower, now hidden by Patrick Mitchell, the
scaffolding, await cleans- cathedral's dean. "The
ing from hot lime policy here is very much
to keep what we've got in
poultices.
Solomon, casting a Wells."
What Wells has is the
longing eye over his
shoulder at the Queen of world's largest collection
Sheba, will lose his black of Gothic sculpture: 127
coat of grime in the final life-size or larger
- phase of a 10-year pro- statues; 35 scenes from
gram of cleaning and the Bible; 21 busts of
angels; 85 panels depicconsen.'ation.
The aim of the $5.6 ting the resurrection; 12
million effort, begun in apostles and more.
The Cathedral Church
1976 and funded entirely
by voluntary donations, is of St. Andrew, the first
to preserve what remains English church built
of statuary carved in the entirely in the Gothic
style, enjoys a setting of
mid-13th century.
If an arm or leg is miss- uncommon beauty and

serenity in the Mendip
Hills 115 miles west of
London.
Behind the cathedral
are the wells of St. Andrew, springs really,
which gave the town its
name and which feed the
moat around the walled
bishop's palace south of
the church.
The statues stand in
three tiers of covered
niches across the 147-foot
wide west front, and
around the north and east
faces of the north tower.
As the cleaning progresses, the pale yellow
tones of the locally quarried stone are revealed.
Some statues were lost
to wind and weather,
some to Puritan rage. By
the 1970s, the 297 survivors were in peril.
A photograph taken in
1975 showed St. Matthew
with a luxurious double
beard. Seven months

later, the beard, along
with the chin and the
lower part of the face,
had disintegrated and
fallen off.
In the cleansing process, the statues are
covered with a thick
poultice of hot lime putty,
which is kept moist and in
place for three weeks.
The putty softens dirt and
encrustations and draws
out acid, while lime — a
natural constituent of the
stone — seeps in.
The poultice is removed inches at a time, the
surface is cleaned with
brushes and fine sprays
of water, and old repairs
are removed. Cracks are
filled, and each statue
gets a protective spray of
lime wash.
Work stops in October,
when freezing weather
begins to threaten.
Only one of the 13th
statues has been
cent
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nal

is being spent repairing
or replacing mouldings,
foliage carving and other
stonework around them.
New stone, like the
original,is quarried eight
miles away,in Doulting.
Much of the work is
done by cathedral
masons, whose own stone
yard has been in opera-

tion since the cathedral's
first stones were laid in
1180.
Funds are being sought
to repair the cloister,
several glass windows
and the cathedral's roof.
And there are already
plans to put up a scaffold
around the smaller central tower in 2010, for
routine repairs.

Luke And Laura Marry

)411•11114,41M4
.rt.
7mmercial Design McKeown,
Inc.
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replaced. It was a statue Virgin. They were
of a king which had ac- decapitated by Oliver
quired a new -head and Cromwell's iconoclasts in
shoulders in the 11403. 1685.
"For better or worse,"
Rather than leave an
empty niche by removing Mitchell said, "This act
the repairs, a new figure of vandalism is a part of
the history of the
was commissioned.
The occasional con- cathedral."
Although the statues
flicts between the
demands of preservation are the focus of the cleanand worship are il- ing project, more money
lustrated by a pair of legs
at the summit of the central gable — all that remains of a statue of
Soap-opera fans ducked
Christ in Majesty. Carved
in the 15th century, the out of work,threw parties
figure apparently suc- and crowded int6
cumbed to erosion at appliance stores to watch
least three centuries ago. the star-crossed wedding
The dean hopes to place of Luke Spencer and
a new statue there Laura Webber Baldwin
although, as he recently on the wildly offbeat TV
told the Friends of Wells soap "General Hospital."
From colleges to courCathedral, "Hackles will
thouses, "GH" addicts
be raised."
Mitchell said his sym- were buzzing about
pathies are "95 percent" Tuesday's episode in
preservationist, but he ABC's top-rated soap and
explained, "We are also wondering what would
concerned about the happen next. It was one of
the most eagerly anChristian message."
For the same reason, a ticipated soap opera
20th century statue of episodes since ,viewers
Christ hangs indoors found out at the beginning
beneath a 14th century of the 1980-81 season who
clock, which marks each shot J.R. Ewing on
hour with jousting priine-time's "Dallas."
Even movie star
knights whirling around,,
knocking each other Elizabeth Taylor watchdown. The statue is there, ed it — she played the
Mitchell noted wryly, mysterious Helena
"for all the visitors who Cassadine in a special
come to do clock worship guest appearance and
lurked in the background
in the summer."
The cathedral has drop- as Luke and Laura were
ped earlier plans to put wed. She had told the
up two new statues above ,producers she wanted to
the central door depicting be there for the wedding.
Despite.the hullabaloo
the Coronation of the

rugs of
the orient
(ranees lee jasper

througout the nation, the
characters in the soap
opera were as woebegone
as ever — before the wedding was over the
newlyweds had been
cursed and the
bridegroom had leaped
over a balcony in a brawl.
Luke, played by Tony
Geary, left the wedding
angry and Laura, Genie
Francis, was in tears.
The fans ate it up.
"At first I hated to tell
people that I watched
(_GH)," said Sandy Pfau
of Defiance, Ohio, who
organized a week of GHrelated lectures and parties this week at her
Eastern Michigan
University dormitory in
Ypsilanti. "But now it's
become acceptable to
take classes in the
,morning and watch your
soap in the afternoon."
Monday, for instance,
was Anne Logan Day, in
honor of the GH nurse
who has maintained her
chastity. There was to be
a seminar on birth
control.
The crowd of 60
students watching the
wedding Tuesday at Ohio
State University in Columbus was quiet at first,
but there was' whistling
when Luke temoved
Laura's bridal garter,
groaning when Miss
Taylor's character put a
curse on the couple, and
screaming and applause
when Luke punched
Laura's ex-husband.
"General Hospital" is
no ordinary soap. Producer Gloria Monty
saved the show from
anemic ratings four
years ago, and it has
thrived on trouble for the
inhabitants of Port
Charles.
"I told my boss that I
had to go to a wedding,"
Cathy Menzano, who
works in the beauty salon
of Strawbridge & Clothier

in Philadelphia, said as
she and about 80 other
people watched GH Monday on 39 TV sets on
display in the department
store.
About 1,000 people
came to a punch-andcake party in an Indianapolis hotel Tuesday
sponsored by radio station WIBC and television
station WRTV, which
broadcasts GH locally.
The nuptials were shown
on three giant TV
screens, with the middle
one flanked by a fivetiered wedding cake and
candelabra.
In Tuesday's show,
taped weeks ago in
Hollywood, Laura's
bridal bouquet was
caught by a man in blue
tennis shoes — Scotty
Baldwin, Laura's former
husband and the only person who can contest their
Mexican divorce. Luke
leaped over the balcony
rail and slugged him.

Governor
To Be Guest On Program
LOUISVILLE Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. will be one of
the -guests when _.:onservative columnist William
F. Buckley Jr. fil ns two
editions of his 'Firing
Line" program Friday at
WKPC-TV.
The other ' Firing
Line" will feature Dean
Willis D. Hawley of
Nashville's Peabody
College.
The program is carried
on some 250 public television stations across the
country. The Brown
broadcast is scheduled to
be shown Dec.12, six days
after the Hawley
interview.
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Legislature May Decide Fate Of Helicopter .
7RANKFORT, Ky. chased without
(AP) — The fate of the competitive bids or the
$1.1 million Sikorsky Legislature's assent.
helicopter, a visible symThe adjutant general
bc1 of Gov. John Y.
said the craft costs $325 to
Brown Jr.'s adminisoperate, but actration. may be decided
knowledged that figure
by the 1982 legislature.
does not include items
inere were two such in- such as insurance,
dications at a joint salaries and
meeting of two General maintenance.
Assembly panels
Some legislators
Tuesday.
figured. the actual cost
First, Adj. Gen. Billy when everyt
hing is
Wellman quoted Gov. counted would
be close to
John Y. Brown Jr. Tues- $1,000 an
hour, but
day as saying the fate of Wellman
said they would
the $1.8 million Sikorsky
helicopter will be left to
the 1982 legislature.
Secondly, Rep. Mary
Ann Tobin, D-Irvington,
PEKING (AP) — The
who presided over.
Tuesday's session, said United States signed
that if the Sikorsky is not preliminary agreements
sold, the next legislature with China today on
may make a decision on reciprocal tax exemption
for shipping and limited
it.
Legislators have been taxes for aviation, ofannoyed at the fact that ficials announced.
U.S. Treasury
Brown did not consult
them during the 1980 ses- Secretary Donald T.
sion about the impending Regan said at a press
conference that "some
purchase.
Of the governor's progress was made"
reported plan to leave the toward a comprehensive
Sikorsky outcome to the tax treaty and limited
next assembly, Wellman bilateral income tax
said "I understand he agreements.
He said "it will take
made that statement . . .
(But) no one has told me some time," but tax
not to sell (the negotiations would
continue in Peking for the
helicopter)."
Brown was out of the next few days. The shippstate and none of his ing and aviation
press aides were agreements were conavailable to clarify the tained in letters of
understanding and not
situation.
The governor acquired formal treaties.
Regan is leading the
the Sikorsky in July 1980
U.S.
delegation to the seand last March,as part of
his economy measures, cond annual meeting of
said he would sell the lux- the U.S.-China Joint
ury craft.
However,the eight-seat
helicopter, which meantime has been repainted
and somewhat refurbished, has not found any
ready buyers in hard
economic times although
NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
the administration claim- — A submarine-hunting
ed earlier it could be sold jet on a routine flight
easily at a profit.
from the aircraft carrier
The Capitol Construc- USS Nimitz plunged into
tion and Equipment Pur- the Mediterranean Sea
chase Oversight Commit- and sank, killing four
tee met with the Subcom- crew members, the Navy
mittee on State Property said.
to get an update on the
The S-3A Viking, atstate's air transportation tached to Air
Antistatus.
Submarine Squadron 24,
Brown recently sold crashed Tuesday about
most of the state air fleet mile from the Nimitz a
and
and entered into price about 70 miles northwe
st
contracts for jet travel by of Sicily, said Lt.
Cmdr.
private carriers.
Tom Connor of Atlantic
Wellman, whose agen- Fleet Headquarters
in
cy runs the Capitol City Norfolk
.
airport and the
He said today that the
remainder of the air fleet, cause of
the crash was
was asked by legislators unknow
n.
about the true cost per
The plane wasn't lanhour of operating the ding
or taking off when it
Sikorsky, which was pur- crashed
,Connor said.

have to obtain an
estimate from the
Department of Finance.
Rep. Tobin said
another meeting of the
committees would be
held next month.
Wellman estimated
that Phyllis George
Brown, the governor's
wife, shares the Sikorsky
with Brown about 20 percent of the time and
cabinet secretaries do so
30 percent of the time it is
used.
Rep. Art Schmidt, RCold Spring, said his

guess is that the hourly
cost of the Sikorsky is
nearly $1,000 and "if it
really is a liability, it
should be sold at a loss."
Wellman said the states
-continues to get inquiries" about the
V.

helicopter, which has Clark. an unsucteast ul
been advertised Republican nominee fur
nationally
Louisville mayor this
The state has entered month and soon to be
into an air charter ser- appointed by Brown to
vice arrangement with the state Commerce
Omni Air Inc., whose vice Department
president is George
Wellman said thdt

since Ow charter coat is
$600 an hour. the use of
the Sikorsky can be expected to increase rather
than decrease because of
the new contract
The contract guarantees the state will

use OMIU 3 craft for at
least 4$0 thing hours an
nually, plus a minimum
payment equal to 10
hours at $600 per hour
Two ',ear Jets and one
King Air are to be used in
that arrangement

U.S., China Ink Pact
Economic Committee.
He said the delegates
have been discussing taxation of American oil
companies in China and
seeking ways to avoid
double taxes under
Chinese and American
Laws.
Regan said the
meetings have gone
"very well" and exchanges have been open.
He said no new ground
was broken, but noted
that two-way trade has
increased in three years
from about $1.5 billion to
almost $6 billion this
year. He projected twoway trade at about $10
billion by 1984.

SUNDAY WALK — Wayne Pierce, of Winter Haven, Fla., flies
flies over
his PT-17 Stearman about 100 feet off the ground at about 150 miles demonst houses in Lebanon, N H. recently. The wingwalking
ration was part of a *Li-hour show in the small New
per hour as Carol X. Lynne waves to the crowd from wing as plane Hampshire
community.
i AP Laserphoto
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Backing For Program Sought

OBITUARIES

Beach Rites
Are Today

Verna Enoch
Dies Tuesday

Mrs. Cleatoua (Verna
Smith)Enoch,Rt. 7, Murray, died Tuesday at 3:30
p.m. in the Cardiac Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was 71 years of age
and a member of Salem
Baptist Church.
Survivors include her
husband; a daughter,
Mrs. Jerry (Lottie)
Sheridan, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Coldwater community; a
son, the Rev. Carl Enoch,
pastor, Fourth Avnue
Baptist Church;
Louisville; four grandsons, Dale, Ricky, Chris,
and Marty Sheridan, Rt.
7, Mayfield.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Robert
(Imogene) Oyer, Ypsilanti, Mich., and Mrs.
Cody (Irene) Bray. Rt. 6.
Murray; four brothers,
Noel and Eurie Smith,
New Concord, and
Kelly Brooks Mc- Aubrey and Hafford
Cuiston, Rt. 6, Murray, Smith, Murray.
Max Churchill Funeral
died Tuesday at 11:40
p.m. at Baptist Memorial Home will be in charge of
Hospital, Memphis, arrangements.
Tenn.
Survivors include his
widow, Audrey; a
daughter, Mrs. H. L.
(Marjorie) Riley, Rt. 1,
Almo; a son, Charles
Mason McCuiston, 2006
Edinborough; a brother,
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Trellis McCuiston, Mur- President Reagan is try—
ray; three grand- ing to ease European
daughters, Sheila Ward, jitters and take the proSabrina.Leslie, and Shan paganda initiative away
McCuiston; three great- from Soviet President
grandchildren, Holly and Leonid I. Brezhnev by
Derrik Leslie and Gay proposing wholesale cutWard.
backs in superpower
J. H. Churchill Funeral nuclear arsenals.
HoMe will be in charge of
The proposal may be
arrangements.
too sweeping to succeed.
Services for Mrs. 011ie
L. (Nettie) Beach, 72, Rt.
2, Murray, were today at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Julian Warren officiating. Music was by
the choir of Goshen
United Methodist Church
with Groover Parker as
director and Carolyn
Venable as organist.
Pallbearers were Jerry
White, Paul Garland,
Larry Suiter, Phillip
Zacheretti, Charles Ray,
Don Ray, and Joe Jones.
Burial was in the Goshen
Cemetery.
The deceased died
Tuesday at 2:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

McCuiston
Dies Tuesday

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The legislature
will be asked to back the
upgrading of the mining
engineering program at
the University of
Kentucky in the midst of
a dispute over why it is
not accredited.
The Joint Interim Committee on Agriculture and
Natural Resources was to
be presented a recommendation today from
one of its subcommittees
to back several proposals
to improve the program.
The recommendations
include establishing a
separate department of
mining engineering with
its own chairman, completion of the renovation
of the antiquated mining
laboratory building and
construction of a new $6
million mining engineering building, and merger
of the Institute for Mining
and Minerals Research
FITTING THE PIECES — Workers at Goodyear's with the new mining
St. Marys,Ohio, plant assemble tank track for the Ar- engineering department.
"These actions will
my's new MI supertank. Each eight-shoe section of
track consists of 104 rubber and metal part. When
1
2 feet and weighs
completed, the track stretches 49/
4,415 pounds. The first of 7,058 M1 tanks are expected
to be deployed in Europe as part of the NATO arsenal
by the mid-1980's.
(AP Laserphoto)

$1 Million

Offered

Reagan Trying To Ease
Jitters Of Europeans

NRC Reportedly
Suspending Diablo
WASHINGTON(AP)-The Nuclear Regulator)'
Commission has tentatively decided to suspend the operating
license of the controversial Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in
California, the
Washington Post
reported today.
The commission wants
to cancel the plant's twomonth-old permit for fuel
loading and low-power
operations until remedial
action has been taken and
an independent commission verifies that action,
the newspaper reported.
The Post said the NRC
cancellation was agreed
upon by four of the five
commissioners at a
closed-door meeting Monday and would be
affirmed at an open session today.
NRC spokesman Joe
Fouchard said early today that the commission
Industrial Average
Air Products
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American Tele
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G.A F
General Dynamics
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1
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4
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1
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/
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1
4
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1
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/
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/
4
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/
4 -/
1
4
251/4 +¼
191
/
4 -1
/
4
17% +1
/
4
34% -1
/
4
33/
1
4 wtc
50% -/
1
4
20/
1
4b,21a
/
4
16% +1
26'4 unc
/
4
34% +1
32%
45/
1
4 -Ye
/
4
141
/
4 +1
15.52

had not yet scheduled any
session on the California
plant but that the issue
could be brought up on
short notice. Fouchard
said be could not discuss
what had taken place at
Monday's closed-door
session.
The Post quoted an
NRC source as saying
that a picture was emerging at the embattled plant
of "a track record of
carelessness" that the
regulatory agency could
not ignore.
The Diablo Canyon
plant, on the California
coast midway between
Los Angeles and San
Francisco, was the scene
this summer of lengthy
demonstrations by
thousands of protestors
who claim the facility is
unsafe because it is
located near an earthquake fault.
Despite the protests,
the NRC gave the plant,
which has been under
construction since 1973, a
license to load fuel and
conduct low-power
operations. After that
decision, Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. owners of
the facility, discovered a
mix-up in diagrams used
to strengthen the plant
against earthquakes.
PG&E agreed to delay
fuel loading until the
issue was resolved and
the NRC began a series of
meetings to discuss
whether the mix-up in
plant diagrams was
evidence of more wideranging problems.

WHY HAVE
PRE-ARRANGED
FUNERALS?
FUNERAL?
The benefit eases immediat‘ post death experience for survivors or to be sure of o particular service. Advanced decisions range from
o formal agreement between husband and wife
to arrangements for a complete funeral ond
finorIinq those arrangements.

at least immediately.
-1iinmy Carter failed
when his call for deep
slashes in 1977 was
rejected by the Russians
()WM hand.
But whatever the outcome, Reagan is
establishing his commitment to impose controls
on the nuclear arms race.
At the same time, he
could be trying to
brighten his image
around the world and stiffen the backs of the allies.
As a presidential candidate, Reagan had to
fight charges that he
might be quick on the
trigger. Recent talk
about the specter .of
limited nuclear war in
Europe has revived the
image problem.
The Reagan administration's first round
of negotiations with the
Soviets opens in two
weeks and Brezhnev is
about to make a
high-profile visit to West
Germany, a bedrock of
the NATO alliance and
the focal point of antinuclear sentiment.
The NATO countries
broke out with a severe
case of nerves after
Reagan told a group of
editors last month that "I
could see where you could
have an escalation of tactical weapons against
troops in the field without
it bringing either one of
the major powers into
pushing the button."
Many Europeans were
already uneasy about the
1979 NATO decision to
deploy 572 U.S. Pershing
II and cruise missiles in
Western Europe. In fact,
to get the allies to agree
to accept those potent
weapons, the United
States had to promise to
first try to negotiate a
way out with the Soviets.
Western Europeans
were worried about the
Soviet missiles trained on
them and feared the
deployment beginning in
1983 was like waving a
red flag in front of the
Russian Bear.
The concern raised by
Reagan's statement grew

when Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr.
told a Senate committee
this month that NATO
had a contingency for firing a- nuclear warning
shot if the Soviets launched an invasion of Europe.
Brezhnev seized on
Reagan's remarks to demand the president make
clear that any notion of a
nuclear exchange is
"criminal." Reagan
accused Brezhnev of
"gross distortions."
Secretary of Defense
Caspar W. Weinberger
tried, meanwhile, to take
the heat off Haig's
testimony by denying
NATO has a contingency
plan for a demonstratjon
nuclear blast.
But, through it all, the
administration seemed to
be on the defensive.
With Brezhnev due to
begin a visit to Bonn on
Sunday, and with the
administration's first
negotiations with the
Russians to start Nov. 30,
the time was right for a
major Reagan speech.

01 S. 3rd

locusey Wolkor4hreor

MIAMI (AP) — The
Dade County Metro Commission has voted to offer
the relatives of black insurance man Arthur
McDuffie $1 million in
exchange for dropping a
federal lawsuit against
Dade County and 16
present and former county employees.
The proposed out-ofcourt settlement, approved Tuesday, still must be
approved by U.S. District
Court.
McDuffie's 'beating
death on Dec. 17, 1979,
and the acquittal of four
white officers charged in
the death. led to three
bloody days of race
rioting in May 1980.
The settlement offer
would end a $25 million
suit filed in federal court
14 months ago against
Dade county officials 4nd
police officers involved in
the beating. The suit is
now scheduled to go to
trial in February.
"The city of Miami has
to act on its part. Once
those pieces are put
together, it will go to the
court," said Dewey
Knight, a spokesman for
Dade County Manager
Merritt Stierheim.

Diplomats Protest
Helicopter Landing
GLEN COVE, N.Y.
(AP) — U.S. officials
have received a verbal
protest from Soviet
diplomats who claim a
helicopter momentarily
landed on the home of
their ambassador to the
United Nations and flashed a floodlight on the
residence.
Steve Munson, a
spokesman at the U.S.
Mission to the U.N., said
Tuesday that a formal
protest is expected from
the Soviets in the Monday
night incident. Nassau
County police said the
FBI has taken over the
investigation.
Police said they were
told an Air National
Guard helicopter bound

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

tor Manhattan on a
medical evacuation mission encountered heavy
clouds at about 1,000 feet,
dropped to 300 feet and
turned on its floodlight to
find out where it was, but
did not land. Police later
backed off from that explanation, saying there
were "no hard facts."

liceoped as a mining
engineer.
There was disagreeinent Tuesday as to the
Milldam at UK and Its
causes.
"The coal industry is
quite disturbed with the
situation in alining
engineering at the university,"said mining consultant David Zegeer. "If
this problem is ignored,
industry will recruit mining engineers from accredited schools outside
this state."
Haley, who joined the
UK faculty in 1966,charged the administration has
resisted efforts to form a
separate department or
to place a member of the
mining faculty to coordinate the program.
"The mining program
was absolutely in limbo,"
Haley said.
He also said the administration had refused
to cooperate with his
committee by sharing the
report from the accrediting committee.

Roger Eichhorn, *dean
el thecollegeof engineering at UK, blamed many
of the program's problems on a lack of money
and rejection of budget
requests by the Council
on Higher Education.
"It is perhaps too
simplistic to suggest that
the difference between
the program we now have
and the program we
should have is simply one
of money," Eichhorn
said. "However, only an
inadequate program can
be developed with niggardly resources- and I
am forced to conclude
that that is our present
state of existence."
All agreed thOt
physical facilities need
improving and Eichhorn
said the current situation
hampers finding a
chairman,
"We have some of the
equipment needed to
operate the program, but
much of it is obsolete and
should be consigned to
the scrap heap,"
Eichhorn said.
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finally put the mining
satkaearing pregriem at
UN In Its right IOW proper track and help expedite the accreditation
of the prograin," Ted
Haley, who is on leave as
a mining professor at UK.told the subeasanlitaee on
natural resources
Tuesday.
Haley is chairing a
special committee
created by the Kentucky
Society of Professional
Engineers to review the
denial of accreditation
for the UK program and
to help it achieve
accreditation.
The Accreditation
Board for Engineering
and Technology, a
professional group which
accredits mining
engineering programs,
rejected UK's application
for accreditation in July
after reviewing the program last fall.
Kentucky law requires
a person to have a degree
from an accredited
program before be can be
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MSU Hosts Rodeo

Bullrider's Advice: Think Quick,Rumfast
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Put rocks in his pockets and wet him down good
and he'd still have problems tipping the scales at
160 pounds, but size makes little difference in Phil
Modesitt's world. Especially when he's atop 2,000
pounds of whirling,twirling two-horned madness.
Modesitt, you see,rides bulls — and likes it.
"I'm not afraid of bulls," Modesitt admits,"No,I wouldn't call it fear,exactly. It's more

of a respect for 'em. You can't worry about getting
hurt or nothing when you're riding, you've just got
to think quick and run fast."
From the success Modesitt has enjoyed in the
past five and a half years, he's obviously becoming
one of the quickest thinkers and fastest runners
around. While at Clay City High School in Indiana,
Modesitt became the state champion bull rider and
last year as a freshman at Murray State he placed a
close second in the National Intercollegiate Rodeo

oar'

EXIT RIGHT, WRONG
— (Above) Murray State
cowboy Phil Modesitt
shows the proper exit
from a bucking bull, after
the eight second time
limit expires, of course.
Meanwhile (below)
another MSU cowboy
gets hung up after being
bucked off the left side of
the bull preventing his
hand from coming loose.
—Photos by Jim Rector
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although the cautious
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of the Tennessee team
must win in Minnesota in
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national level in Iowa.
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Association Ozark Region competition.
This year the MSU agriculture and animal
science major is eager for the No. 1 title. Thursday
night he'll get his first opportunity this fall to earn
the crown.
Beginning Thursday, and continuing Friday and
Saturday , Modesitt and the rest of the Murray State
Rodeo Team host a collegiate rodeo at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
MSU and the University of Tennessee at Martin
will resume their team rivalries then as the MSU
men's team looks to upset the defending regional
champion Pacers and the MSU women's team suns
to repeat as the Ozark female title holders.
"We're just like any other athletes on campus except we don't get the kind of publicity the football
team or basketball team does. Last year we sent a
team to compete in the national finals and
everything," Modesitt said.
The MSU cowboy, donning a light hat with a solo
feather attached,expects the rodeo to come down to
MSU and UTM with both teams balanced and fired
up. "We're real strong in the rough stock events
(bull, bareback and saddle bronc riding) and Martin's strength is in the time events (calf roping,
steer wrestling and team roping)," Modesitt
pointed out.
One man in MSU's favor, however, will be Ronnie
Hyde, who 14 strong in the time events and should
challenge,the best the Pacers bring to town. Also,
UTM's No. 1 cowboy and the man Modesitt was runnerup to in the bullriding - George Mesimer graduated last year leaving a void in six events for
the Pacers.
"I placed second last year, but I'm not about to
finish second this year," Modesitt said with a convincing grin.
Success and hard work, with an emphasis on hard
work, have given the Indiana native confidence in
the none-to-easy world of rodeo. In the summer he
follows the professional circuit which is legal for
collegiites to do because the athletes are not sanctioned by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
In his years of riding bulls, the sport named by
national sportswriters as the most dangerous in-America, Modesitt as accumulated a world of
knowledge about his craft. One of his bits of wisdom
was vividly demonstrated only a short period after
his interview with the Murray Ledger & Times,
Tuesday. Falling off a bucking bull is bad enough. Being
chased after hitting the ground is equally heartpounding. But getting hung up — that's a fear all
cowboys have in the recesses of their minds,
whether they admit it or not.
Resin and a tight wind are essential ingredients to
a bullrider's grip.
The rider's hand is leather-gloved and wrapped
with rope to prevent an early dismount (before the
eight second time limit). Modesitt's bull ropes are
hand-crafted by Oklahoman Jim Ward and the MSU
student knows them like the back of his hand.
"A righthander will hardly ever hang up if he
(Continued On Page 2-B)
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IT'S IN THE GRIP — Phil Modesitt uses a leather
tong to tie his holding glove on above), then
displays the proper way to grip the bullridine rtit.
Photos By Jim Rector
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Baseball MVP
NEW YORK (AP) —
Mike Schmidt of the
Philadelphia Phillies was
elected the National
League's most valuable
player for the second
straight year by the
Baseball Writers
Association of America.
Schmidt became.-.only
the third NL player to win
consecutive MVP
awards. The thirdbaseman, who hit 316
with 31 homers and 91
RBI, received 21 Of 24
first-place votes and 321
points in the voting.
Andra Dawson of Montreal finished second,
receiving two first-place
votes and 215 points. The
only other player to get a
first-place vote was
rookie pitcher Fernando'
Valenzuela of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, who
was mimed the NL's Cy
Young Award winder by
the BBWAA last week.
The other consecutive
winners of the NL MVP
Award were Ernie Banks
of Chicago in 1958-59 and
Joe Morgan of Cincinnati
in 1975-76.
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AP Rates Tar Heels No. 1,
Wildcats Tabbed For Third
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The North Carolina Tar
Heels, runners-up to national champion Indiana
in the NCAA tournament
last season, were selected
No. 1 in The Associated
Press' preseason college
basketball poll, announced today.
In a nationwide ballot
of sports writers and
broadcasters, the Tar
Heels received 25 of 61
first-place votes and 1,138
points, 19 points ahead of
second-ranked UCLA.
Despite losing secondteam All-American
center Al Wood from a
team that went 29-8 last
season, Dean Smith will
start his 20th year as
coach at North Carolina
with an explosive mixture of veteran and rookie
talent.
Returning from
Smith's 1980-81 team are
three starters — 6-foot-9
junior forward James
Worthy, 6-9 sophomore
center Sam Perkins and
6-3 senior guard Jimmy
Black. Smith also
recruited five top
freshmen, including 641/2
guard Michael Jordan of
Wilmington, N.C., in an
effort to win his first
NCAA title. The Tar
Heels lost to Indiana; 6350, in the NCAA final last
March.
UCLA, 20-7 last season,
gathered 20 first-place
votes and 1,119 points,
and Kentucky,coming off
a 22-6 campaign, was a
close third with eight
No.1 votes and 1,041
points, Louisville, with
four first-place votes,
was No.4 with 1,017
points, and Georgetown
collected two first-place
ballots for a distant fifth
with 861 points.
First-year UCLA Coach
Larry Farmer, who

played for the Bruins
when they went 89-1 from
1970 to '73, has all five
darters returningfroin a
roster that had no seniors
on it last season, including 6-6 senior Mike
Sanders and 6-1 junior
Rod Foster. Farmer's only quandry in his rookie
year will be how quickly
to bring along 7-foot
freshman Stuart Gray of
Granada Hills, Calif.
The Bruins advanced to
the second round of the
NCAA East Regionals
last season before losing
78-55 to Brigham Young.
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
Hall must try to mold 6-11
sophomore Mel Turpin into his early-season lineup
while 7-1 center Sam
Bowie recovers from a
broken shinbone sustained on Oct. 15. The
Wildcats were 22-6 last
season, losing to
Alabama-Birmingham,
69-62, in the Mideast second round:
Louisville, 21-9, lost a
74-73 heartbreaker to
Arkansas on a
last-second halfcourt shot
by U.S. Reed in the second round of the
Midwest Regionals, ending the Cardinals' 198081 seasOn. Coach Denny
Crum, however, returns
four starters, including
seniors Derek Smith and
Jerry Eaves, who were
around for Louisville's
national championship in
1980.
Georgetown, 20-12 last
year and an upset victim
of James Madison in the
first round of the NCAA
playoffs, hopes to improve mightily on its
record with the help of 7foot freshman Patrick
Ewing of Cambridge,
Mass., the most soughtafter center in the country last year.
Rounding out the Top

Ten were Wichita State,
26-7, 794 points; Virginia,
29-4, 739; DePaul, 37-2,
-701; Iowa,. 21-7, 700, and
Minnesota,19-11,513.
The Second Ten consisted of Tulsa, 28-7, 482
points; Indiana, 20-7, 405;
Wake Forest, 22-7, 382;
Alabama-Birmingham,
23-9, 285; Missouri; 22-10;
273; Georgia, 19-12, 233;
Louisiana State,31-5, 204;
Arkansas, 24-8n 196;
Notre Dame, 23-6, 148,
and Alabama, 18-11, 140.
Indiana and Arkansas
received the other firstplace votes.
Besides Gray and Ewing, there was another
blue-chip high school
freshman recruited this
year, and he went to
Wichita State. Greg
Dreiling, a 7-1, 240pounder from Wichita,
will work on the frontline
with Antoine Carr and
Cliff Levingston, a pair of
double-figure scorers, to

make the Wbeatshockers
one of the beefiest teams
in college ball. However,
Wichita State is an NCAA
probation and thus Ii
ineligible for any
postseason play.
Virginia, which, along
with ISU, made up the
rest of the Final Four last
March,is led by 7-4 junior
Ralph Sampson, and
DePaul will try to overcome the loss of Mark
Aguirre with the likes of
Teddy Grubbs, Terry
Cummings and Skip
Dillard. Iowa is paced by
6-6 senior Kevin Boyle,
and Big Ten rival Minnesota has 7-2 junior Randy Breuer.
The final pole of the
1980-81 regular season
had DePaul No.1,
followed by Oregon State,
Arizona State, LSU,
Virginia, North Carolina,
Notre Dame, Kentucky,
Indiana, UCLA, Wake
Forest, Louisvlle, Iowa,

By Herschel Nissenson
AP Sports Writer
The Sugar Bowl has the
No.1-ranked team but the
Cotton Bowl has control
of the bowl picture.
A lot of people are
waiting for the Cotton
Bowl to make up its mind
and invite either fourthranked Alabama or No.10
Southern California. But
the Cotton Bowl can't
make up its mind and
says it won't have any
further announcement
until bowl-picking day
Saturday.
"We're really struggling with the choice,"

John Scovell, president of
the Cotton Bowl, told The
Associated Press Tuesday night. "It will be
either Alabama or
Southern Cal...and that's
in alphabetical order.
. "The only comforting
thing is that there's no
downside. Both schools
represent the very best in
college football. We expect to be there between
now and Saturday. We expect to go into Saturday
with some priorities. The
holdup is which team is
the best for us — it's that
simple."
Southern Cal has foot-
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Field Vest
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*Dacron Holofil
808 Insulation
*Comfortable *Lightweight
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REMINGTON HIGH POWER AUTOLOADER
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Autoloader. 5 Shot
America's best selling autoloading big game rifle Gas-operated: fires 5 shots as fast as trigger can be repeatedly
squeezed and released, with minimum disturbance of aim
Outstandkpg bolt strength, with 3 rings of steel surrounding
the cartridge head. Vibra honed metal finish, plus a coating
on interior parts of friction-reducing. dirt-releasing DuPont
''Teflon S' 4 shot removable clip magazine; extra clips available. 22 in. barrel. Convenient bolt release and positive cross
bolt safety. Receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts.
Detachable ramped front sight with flat-faced gold bead; detachable rear sight is adjustable for windage and for elevation
by precise. stepless ramp. Black-tipped tapered fore-end.
American walnut stock and fore-end, protected by DuPont's
RK-W finish. Checkered in skip-Ilne pattern. White spacers at
grip and fore-end length of pull 13!• in., drop at heel 2' 4
in . drop at comb 1s j, in

30-06-243-6mm-308 Cal.
Reg.$269.95
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sPecial $228
Como Rain Parka
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„Carry Lite
Standard Mallard

Decoys

American
Clearwater

$1588

Deluxe Full Zipper 50"
Parka Lightweight,
70 Denier Nylon,
PVC Coated,
100 Percent
Waterproof
Features a pe.kedr hood, one piece
raglan shoulders, drawcord neck
closure, and heavy duty elasticized
cuffs. Has two large zipper utility
pockets with ova*ed flaps and oversized waterproof chest pocket. Rust-proof
nylon zippers throughout. This model,in
an oversized 50"length, features for
even greater all-weather protection, an
II-snap storm flap.

Bushnell Scope
3x9 Sportsview
2g3
3X-9X Scope MX

.$840°

Dual X
Reg.$44.95

ball tradition, a recordbreaking runner in
Marcus Allen and television desirability, meaning all the TV sets in the
populous Los Angeles
market.
Alabama has football
tradition and a legendary, record-holding
coach in Bear Bryant.
But, said one source
close to the bowl picture,
"Southern Cal has the
biggest clout of anybody,
and that includes
Bryant."
Southern Cal also still
has an outside chance to
go to the Rose Bowl, plus
a chance to get beaten
badly by UCLA on Saturday.
"We'd just as soon wait
until those two conditions
are eliminated," Scovell
said."But we're not playing the 'what-if' game.
We're trying to do what's
in the best interests of the
Cotton Bowl on Jan.l."
The Cotton Bowl's
reluctance to make a
quick decision raised the
speculation that (1) it
would invite Southern Cal
if the Trojans beat UCLA
and (2) that CBS-TV,
which obviously would
prefer the huge Los
Angeles market, had expressed a desire for USC.
"We're not putting any
pressure tn the Cotton
Bowl," a CBS spokesman
told The AP.
However, a Pacif1tt-40
Conference spokesman
said, "I think USC
expects a decision tomorrow (Wednesday)."
Barring any last-•
minute upsets, the Sugar
and Orange Bowls are
set. The Sugar Bowl picked third-ranked Georgia
over Alabama as the host
team, even though the
two can tie for the
Southeastern Conference
championship, with toprated Pitt as the visitor.
The Orange Bowl has
second-ranked Clemson,
the Atlantic Coast Conference king, against
No.5 Nebraska, the Big
Eight champ.
The Fiesta Bowl is
waiting for the Cotton

Bowl's decision, since it,
The Rose Bowl races
too, intends to invite hold the keys to
either Alabama or numerous other bowls.
Southern Cal. If it's USC, Michigan, Iowa and Ohio
the opponent will be No13 _ State in the Big Ten and
Penn State. If it's Washinglon State,
Alabama, the Fiesta will 'Washington, _UCLA and
have to turn elsewhere USC in the Pac-10 are all
since Bama trounced the in the running for the
Nittany Lions 31-16 last Rose. On Saturday,
Michigan plays Ohio
Saturday.
State, Iowa meets
The host team will be Michigan State,
the Southwest Conference Washington faces
representative. Should Washington State and
Texas beat Baylor and UCLA goes against USC.
Southern Methodist
If Michigan and
defeat Arkansas' on Washington State win,
Saturday, Texas will go. they will meet in the Rose
If Arkansas beats SMU Bowl. That probably
and Baylor upsets Texas, would send Washington to
then it will be Arkansas. the Holiday Bowl against
SMU can win the SWC ti- the Brigham Young-Utah
tle but is ineligible for a winner. Washington probowl game.
bably would go to the

$3788
Special

Holiday Bowl if it beats
Washington State and
UCLA goes to the Rose
Bowl by beating Southern
Cal.
And don't discount the
possibility that
Washington State, one of
the cinderella teams of
the year, could get shut
out of the bowls if it loses
to Washington.
Assuming that
everything else falls into
place, which rarely
happens, it would be
North Carolina against
either Arkansas or Texas
in the Gator Bowl and
Southern Mississippi
against BYU — if the
Cougars lose to Utah — or
possibly. Houston or
Missouri in the Tangerine
Bowl.

Marathon Oil To Examine
Racer Cager Weaknesses
Murray State basketball coach Ron Greene
will witness his team
against outside competition for the first time
Thursday as the Racers
initiate the season with
an exhibition contest
against the touring
Marathon Oil team. .
"We believe it will be a
good test which should
reveal some of our
strengths and
weaknesses," said
Greene. "We will be up
against a collection of
veteran players who will
have the ability to exploit
any problem areas that
exist."
Murray. State will be
among several collegiate
teams on the Marathon
Oil schedule this month
with Western Kentucky
and Morehead State of
the Ohio Valley Conference also listed as opponents.
Thuursday's competition will include several
former University of
Kentucky standouts such
as Junes Lee, Jim Andrews, Jim Lemaster,
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TIGI1T TURN — Gina Brown,a Murray State sophomore from Leesburg,Fla.,
puts her horse, Bobsled, into a tight turn around the barrel at the Expo Center
Tuesday. Brown and the rest of the MSU women's rodeo team will be defending
their regional crown Thursday through Saturday nights at the MSU hosted intercollegiate rodeo.

Sugar Bowl Has No. 1, But Cotton's In Control
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Others receiving votes (in alphahdical
order) were Arizona Mate. Boston College, Bradley, Brigham Young, ChicagoLoyola, (Sncinnati, Clemson, Connected
Florida, Florida State, Fresno State,
Houston, Idaho, Mimic Iona, Kamm,
Kansas .State, Marquette, listsbod.
Michigan Stat., Nevada-Las Vegas, Old
Dominion, Oregon State, Pwdee,
John's (N.Y.), St. Joseph's, San Diego
State, South Alaimo, South Carolina,
Southern Cal, South Florida, Syracuse,
Tennessee, Texas, Texas-El Paso, Utah,
Vilianova, Virginia Canumewealth, Wed
Virginia, Wyoming.

Speculations Remain Until Saturday
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Utah, Tennessee,
Brigham Young, Wyoming, Maryland, Illinois
and Arkansas-
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Yor new home can be "Noble Sweet HoMe" Mor
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem to
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my visit is all about — and it's free.
•
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
such a special treat. We've been greeting people to
over 50 ylars. Just call me.
.e

istbaria• Outland 753-3071
llistssau
Eilleberl Ng(tut.)492-83411
Miry Nlt..(Asst)753-5519

pressive at a perimeter
spot was 6-6 junior Gip
Green who contributed
15 points, hitting seven of
his nine field goal attempts, five assists and
six rebounds.
Sophomore Brian
Stewart hit for 18 points
and Mike McDuffen added 10 for the opposition.
Senior Tony Slaughter
Larry Stamper and took game scoring honors
Dwayne Casey.
as he pitched in 21 points
Greene and his staff fromhis guard position.
are still fitting together a
The production under
starting combination and
recent scrimmage ses- the basket shows up in
sions have magnified the abundance as well. Four
apparent depth that ex- inside performers scored
in double figures in the
ists on the Racer roster.
Five backcourt per- Eminence scrimmage
formers were impressive and three of those players
in the Racers scrimmage were also credited with
at Eminence, Ky., in- double figure rebounding
cluding hometown pro- statistics.
duct Lamont Sleets. The
Tip-off for Thursday's
5-10 junior connected for game is 7:30 p.m.
16 points and handed out
Murray State will open
a game-high eight assists its regular season
in leading his teach to a schedule at homejslov. 28
three-point final margin. against Missouri-Kansas
Also looking im- City.

Bullrider.....
(Continued From Page 1-B)
ends up falling off the right side because the rope is
wrapped around his palm and going off the right
side usually forces the palm up and the rope comes
out easier. If he goes off on the left side, it brings his
hand over the top of the wrap and keeps it from unwinding. That's why, when a rider gets hung up,
you'll see the clown try to pull the excess rope that
hangs down to get it out from under his hand and
cause it to unwrap.," Modesitt explained.
During the Tnesday media demonstration a
bullrider went off the left side and for a few brief •
seconds, that passed as slow as Christmas, the
cowboy dangled by his arm while another cowboy
worked desperately to untangle him. The rider
came loose successfully, but not before,the attending media had an eyeful of potential disaster.
That's why Winders,a tough breed indeed, are
instructed by Modesitt to "not worry about getting
hurt and always remember to pray to the good Lord'
before gettingtn."
•
. Tickets to the Eipo Center rodeo can be obtained
for $4 adult, $3 students and $1 for children under
12. Children under six get in free.Frinay and Saturday all ticket prices increase $1, but all tickets are
50 cents cheaper on any day if bought in advance.
For ticket information call 753-8890.
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Gillette
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Cartridges
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Sathers
Tender
Sweetened
Flake
Coconut
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New
Soft Sense
Skin Lotion

• Style
Hair
Spray

Extra Protection or
Extra Moisturizing
10 Oz. Bettie
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Creme
Toothpaste
For Cleaning
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Junior Mint
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Porn Poms 1.480*. Box
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Nougat Bars
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Long Toils
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SAVE 9.99
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Wolverine
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WORK BOOTS
Top Grain Cowhide
Uppers
Brass Eyelets
Oil Resistant Soles
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SAVE 8.11
Men's

SERVUS
FELT LINED
NORTHERNER tal
PAC
INSULATED
PAC
30-26
Top Cowhide
- Leather Uppers
100% Weatherproof Rubber
Bottom
Thick Felt Liner
Only

Eye Toplace
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CALIFORNIA
STRAIGHTS
AND SUPER
STRAIGHTS
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for beautiful, silky skin. . all over! 3 oz lotion
or 2 oz. cream

SAVE 6.99
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CHECK BIG JOHN'S' PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
YOUR THANKSGIVING TURKEY!
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By Lochie Hart

Observations

'Shoring Is Coring Theme Of Comments By McKenzie
Note: Thisis the second
column in a series oI
three. It is a talk given
recently by Mrs. Henry
McKenzie to the
members of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood, an organization that promotes education for women in a sharing and caring program.
Mrs. McKenzie, Dorothy
to me, has lived the life of
a minister's wife who
knows experiences of
many people with whom
she hasshared and cared.
When Iasked her to share
this talk with you through
this column, she
hesitated. Then when I
reminded her of this
troublous time, the international distress, the
peoples who need to be
encouraged and helped,
she consented.
Today,I'm just going to
tell you a lot of stories
about people and about
their caring and sharing their giving of
themselves.
"Recently I heard a
young minister tell of his
frustration when serving
as Chaplain in the
emergency room of a
hospital. The distressed
persons with whom he
tried to share his faith
were soon gone from his
sight, and he had no
satisfaction because he
could see no results, but
there were good results,
we are sure. Sorrows
ware eased by sharing,
even sharing with a
stranger.
"This same young man
told us a story about a pig
and a hen walking down
the street where they saw
a big restaurant sign with
a picture of ham and
eggs. The hen said:
'Isn't that wonderful,
what a contribution we
make. The pig replied,
'Yes, you make a contribution, but with me,

It's total commitment!'
discovered the gang
"Speaking of total com- leader drawing rude picmitment, we are remind- tures on his slate and slyed of our Christian mis- ly showing them to the
sionaries. How greatly grinning boys around the
they must care, to give of room. When school was
themselves, their whole out, he was requested to
Lives, to share their faith. remain, and the gang
For all of us,sharing wor- gathered 'round the
ship increases our faith.
building waiting for the
"In recent years, our fireworks. He had inchurches have become sulted the new teacher
familiar with the Greek the first day and surely
word,`Koinonia.'
something drastic icould
"The basic idea of the be done.
word, Koinonia, is that of
"After a few minutes,
sharing. The Christian the boy came smiling out
life is a shared life, of the building with a new
shared with God through book in his hand, and
Christ and with other made straight for home.
Christians, called the He had never thought of
Church, or the Communi- carrying a book home
ty of the Spirit. Koinonia before, but something
should be a major goal of had happened between
any Church. This term is .him and the new teacher.
used by those who believe She had said: 'James, I
that a committed Chris- see that you have in you
tian is one who more than the making of a great arjust professes his belief in tist or maybe a painter or
Christ. He also knows a poet. This is a talent
that Christian action is that every boy does not
very much a part of the have. Here's a book to
Christian community. He take home. Read it, and
knows that his religion is try to draw the
only as real as his ge- characters in it for me as
nuine concern for his you see them.' That was
fellowmen. If we really all.
"The boy was waiting
love as God means for us
to love, then we care and for the teacher the next
we want to share.
morning, and she asked,
"In every age there Did you read any of the
have been people — sen- book?' He replied: 'I read
sitive, brave, self- all of it, and here's your
spending, who cannot en- drawing,too.'
dure injustice and
"The neighbors had
brutality. Others may not said of this boy, James
care what happtns so Whitcomb Riley, that he
long as it does pot happen assuredly would come to
to them, but these people a bad end, but he was
"do. It is the people who touched by the kindness
care who count; they lift of a great teacher, and
the race to higher levels: the Hoosier poet, after he
"In about 1860, there had become famous, lovwas a little run-down ed to tell that story about
village school in Indiana himself; and he told
which had quite a reputa- another, also. It was
tion for getting rid of new about a Negro elevator
teachers. It was gang- boy, and it happened
ridden by a dozen rough many years later when
boys,and on the first day, Riley wat living' in Inthe quiet new teacher dianapolis, greatly loved
all over the land.
"The Negro boy said: 'I
HARRELL'S FARM & IMME SUPPLY by 94 E. 153understands you writes
FREE
poetry. I too writes
poetry sometimes. Guess
20 MI.
it's no good, but I likes to
DELIVERY
write it. My mother reads
STORACE
it, then I burns it.' As he
stepped out of the
CreeliseseF. Wits, Ist lases, vast racks, MIMS
elevator, Riley said to the
tars habits al IMMO!soles.
boy, 'Bring your next
FREE simppos
$.hliildiae..Ix1Z
to me.' Within a few
poem
$ThSx1I,$1IsplS51
days the trembling boy
CUSTOM -BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
brought his poems to Mr.
15311$1
Slop lb WirtT lissi-for Lou
heti 5
Riley, who talked with

rim

him for more than an
hour. That boy was Paul
Laurence Dunbar, the
famous colored poet,and
Riley's kind influence
that day lifted the boy out
of the elevator and into
the big world where he
could be heard, and in
turn, where he would influence thousands of
other lives. Kindness
shared!
"Dr. Edgar DeWitt
Jones,a minister we used
to know in a Christian
Church in Detroit, told
about a young Episcopal
minister in New York, W.
S. Rainsford, later to be
widely known. He was
asked to preach on an important occasion and failed miserably. He was so
humiliated, he was trying
to slink away from the
Church unobserved,
when Dr. Phillips Brooks
stopped him and asked
him to preach for him the
next Sunday in Holy
Trinity Church. That saved his self esteem and,
changed his whole life.
"Another famous

minister, Dr. John Henry
Jowett, told of the mayor
of Darlington, England,
who met a fellow
townsman who had just
been released from three
years' imprisonment for
embezzelment. He said,
'Hellow, I'm glad to see
you. How are you?' Years
later that man met the
mayor in another town
and said, 'I want to thank
you for what you did for
me when I came out of
prison." 'Whad did I do,'
'You spoke to me and
gave me a kind word. It
changed my life.'
"We never know the effect our kindness has on
others - the response it
draws out. Ella Wheeler
Wilcox, a long time ago,
wrote:
'So many gods so many
creeds,
So many paths that
wind and wind
When just the art of being kind
Is all this sad world
needs."
(to be concluded in
following column)

KENT HALL, 37, operates a saw at the J.'U. Kevil Mental Health4lental
Retardation Center three days a week and is also a supplier providing materials
to persons working on the center's assembly line.In addition,be tends the lawns
of some 25 Mayfield residents, mowing the grass in the summer and raking
leaves in the fall. His mother,Mine Hall,remembers when her son couldn't have
made these accomplishments. Hall is one of 101,000 Kentuckians with mental
retardation. After living in two facilities, Hall returned to live with hisfamily in
Mayfield, where he keeps busy with his jobs and attendbsg every service held at
the First Baptist Church.

Mayfield Man Proves
To Be Self-Supporting
MAYFIELD — Thirtyseven-year-old Kent Hall
is one of Mayfield's most
prominent citizens.
"I don't think I'd be
wrong to say mbre people

Brass Quintet& Trio
Will Present Recital
Murray State University's Faculty Brass
Quintet and Faculty
Brass Trio will present
"An Evening of Brass
Chamber. Music" at 8
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 19,
in the ballroom of the
University Center.
Music faculty members
in the quintet and their instruments are: Raymond
Conklin, trombone; J.
Drew Cremisio and
Robert Scribner,
trumpet; Robert Lee
Kidd III, bass trombone;
and Eldon Matlick, horn.
Conklin, Matlick and
Scribner also make up
the trio.
The recital, which is
open to the public at no
admission charge, will include the following selections by the Faculty
Brass Quintet:
"Sonata from Die
Bankelsangerlieder" by
Daniel Speer, "Three
Pieces from Funffstimmigte blasende

Introducing a

BRASS CHAMBER MUSIC RECITAL — The Faculty Brass Quintet and Faculty Brass Trio at Murray
State University will present a recital on Thursday
evening in the ballroom of the University Center.
Members of the quintet(from left) are Raymond Conklin, Eldon Matlick, J. Drew Cremisio, Robert
Scribner and Robert Lee Kidd HI. Conklin, Matlick
and Scribner also make up the trio. The program,"An
Evening of Brass Chamber Music," will begin at 8
p.m.It is open to the public at no admission charge.
Music' by Johann Pezel,
"Four Moods for Brass
Quintet" by Arthur Harris, "Small Talk" by
Lowell Shaw, "This Old
Man" by Robert Nagel,
"16th Century Carmina"
(arrangement by John
Glasel), "Golliwog's
Cakewalk" by Claude
Debussy (arrangement
by Don Rose) and "Dixie" by Daniel D. Emmett
(arrangement by Wilfred
Roberts).
Selections by the Faculty Brass Trio will be
"Trio for Brass Instruments" by Fisher
Tull and "Scherzo I and
Scherzo II for Brass

•

Buy either a full-size Hamlet or a smaller half Ha.mlet,
send in the label with the coupon below, and get a
dollar back. It's a real savings on this tender-cured,
hickory-smoked ham that is perfect as a main course
or on sandwiches. And it's pre-cooked and
boneless so it's ready to serve. Pick up
your Hamlet today, save a dollar
and enjoy real old-fashioned
ham flavor.

Trio" by Paul Gay.
The two groups from
the Department of Music
in the College of Creative
Expression present approximately 30 to 35 concerts each year on the
campus, in the public
schools, at churches, in
area community concert
programs, at conventions
and other special events.
All members of the
groups are active
soloists, clinicians, adjudicators, teachers and
musicians in regional orchestras. They also do
free-lance work in the
area, including dances,
clubs and other shows.

know Kent than anybody
else in Mayfield," says
his mother,Mine Hall.
nall's fame in the
Graves County community stems from the town's
grassroots, so to speak.
He tends the lawns of
some 25 households near
the downtown home he
shares with his mother,
nephew and a brother.
Hall mows the lawns in
the summer and rakes
the leav,es in the fall.
He also collects old
newspapers and takes
them to be recycled at the
J. U. Kevil Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Center, where he
is employed in a
workshop for adults with
mental retardation.
-He doesn't realize a
great profit because it
costs so much to keep his
mower repaired and in
good running order,"
Mrs. Hall joked. Her
son's personal benefits
from his small business
enterprise, she
acknowledged, are much
greater than any
monetary gain.
He has learned to relate
to other people. He can
get around the comunity
on his own. He is learning
that the money he makes
must pay for his expenses, such as buying
fuel for his mower and
paying for repairs.
There were times, Mrs.
Hall said, when her son
couldn't have made these
accomplishments.
When Hall was a child,
several people advised
his mother to place him in
a special school or program for persons with
mental retardation.
"They told me when he
was about five years old
that I should place him
somewhere," she said.
Because she preferred to
keep her son with the
family, Mrs. Hall began
looking for alternatives.
She became involved
with other concerned
parents of retarded
children in founding the
Crippled Children's
Center, which later
became the Easter Seals
Center. "We held dances
and bake sales to help
make money so some services could be provided to
our children," she said.
Associates at the center
also advised Mrs. Hall to
place her son in "a
special school because he

would rock and do things
he shouldn't do."
When Hall was nine, he
entered a public school
class taught by a family
friend. "Kent became ill
and missed several
weeks," Mrs. Hall said.
"I felt like having him
make up the work would
be too much for him; plus
he wasn't really progressing."
As Hall grew older, he
became more difficult for
Mrs. Hall to control.
"When he got to be 13, he
became rather destructive and I couldn't
manage him," she recalled. As the breadwinner
for herself and four
children, Mrs. Hall needed to find a job. The Merit
Clothing Company, which
had employed her off and
on since she was 18, hired
her again and offered to
pay Hall's tuition at a
private institution in Springfield.
Hall remained at the
facility until he was 19.
"We would go to see him
every two weeks or so,"
said Mrs. Hall. "We'd
take him on into
Nashville a lot of times to
just spend in afternoon
or a day with him."
After six years at the
institution in Springfield,
Hall was moved to Outwood, a state-operated
facility in Dawson Spri
gs for persons with mental retardation. When he
was 28 years o ld, staff at
Outwood contacted Mrs.
Hall. "They told me he
was ready to come
home,"she said.
Since coming home,
Hall has kept busy with
his lawn business. Three
days a week, he works at
the Kevil workshop
where he has learned to
operate a saw and functions as a supplier providing materials to people working on the
assembly line. He attends
every service held at
Mayfield's First Baptist
Church where the Halls
are members.
Hall has a slight hearg problem for which he
has had surgery three
times. "He is responsive
and understands
everything that's said,"
Mrs. Hall noted. "His
hearing problem has
caused him to talk real
fast and we have to ask
him to repeat things a lot;
at one time he would have
minded, but not now."
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FOP, Firefighter's Unron Refuse To Cooperate

Evansville Workers Threaten Suits If Laid Off
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
Fraternal Order of
(AP) — City police and
fire employee organiza- Police and the
tions have. -threatened firefighterestnion _have
lersaiiiti if Mayer-- zetused.to cooperate Is
ifichael Vandeveer- tries Vandeveer in his effort to
to lay off any public safe- trim $200.000 from the
ty workers in his budget city's expenses by the end

of the year.
Both • organizations
refused to go'along with
Yandeveer's_requslist that
all t. it employees voluntarily accept a one-hour
cut in day each workday.
When the firefighters

and police refused to go
along, Vandeveer found
the voluntary progrem
uentdanem the drain.
As a zesult, Vandeveer
this week ordered that UM
salaried city employees
will receive payment for
only 35 working hours
each week. The mayor
himself is in that group.
The employees will be
asked to donate the extra
tune, a request that is expected to have a cool
reception among most

Stumbo Urges
Joint Effort
For Hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Govermnent-officials should work
together to find ways to
alleviate money - problems at Louisville's
University Hospital in
order to keep the facility
open, according to state
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbb.
"Saying it will close is
not acceptable," Stumbo
said Tuesday during a
news conference. He called the hospital"one of the
most valuable healthcare institutions that we
have in the state."
Stumbo said his department would take responsibility for finding a way
to oyercome toe
hospital's $5 million
deficit at the hospital.
The secretary said the
hospital needs better
management, must
attract more paying gatients, and must overcome a reputation for
poor service if the facility
is to prosper.
(AP) —

BUY A HOUSE, GET A CAR — General Motors Corp. Vice
President for Sales and Marketing,- Robert Burger,stands beside
a Chevrolet Cavalier that Burger announced he will give to the
buyer of a Troy, Mich. home. General Motors will give a car to
buyers of 78 homes in the Detroit area that once belonged to GM
executives.
( AP Laserphoto)

Actor Found Dead Monday

Holden Hit Head,
Bled To Death — Coroner
tains were found on perceni alcohol, a level
Hoidens bed, Meng with that would have required
eight to 10 bloodied him to drink "eight to 10
tissues, indicating that shots" of liquor at once,
Holden lay down and or more over a period of
tried to stem the flow of time In -California-- an
bloOd. The coroner akoliol blood level of
estimated that Holden = percent is enough for. a
was conscious for five to drunk driving arrest.
An empty quart bottle
10 minutes after falling,and during those few of vodka was found in the
minutes he apparently kitchen trash can.
Holden apparently was
rolled over and fell off the
last
seen alive by another
bed.
actor,
Glenn Ford,
He died within a halfNoguchi said. He declinheur, Noguchi said.
"The actual death was ed to comment -on the
caused by loss of blood,- nature of the meeting.
No funeral plans had
Noguchi -said. "There
were no other injuries been announced. Holden
and at present there is no reportedly told friends
sign of foul play." Of- that when he died he
ficials had said Monday wanted to- be cremated
that Holden appeared to and his ashes scattered at
have died •of natural sea with no memorial
.
causes, but a coroner's service.
Holden.was-21. when he
investigator who asked
not to •be identified said got his first film role, the
Tuesday that officials lead in "Golden Boy,"
hadn't noticed the . after a talent scout
forehead gash at first discovered him at the
because the. body was Pasadena Playhouse.
In addition to winning
partially decomposed.
an Oscar for "Stalag 17,"
Noguchi said Holden's
Holden was nominated
blood fluid
.„ contained .22 for Academy Awards for
"Sunset BoUlevard" in
1950 and "Network" in
1976.
He is aurvived by two
sons. Peter and Scott,
from his marriage to
actress Brenda Marshall,
which. ended in divorce.
The couple also raised a
SIKESTON, Mo. (AP) girlfriend, Marilyn daughter, Virginia, from
Mrs. Maiden's previous
— A 34-year-old man was Dorsey of Chicago, pleadcharged with felonious ed with him by telephone marriage.
assault, kidnapping, at- to release Betty Grisham,
tempted robbery and at- 57, a Western .Union
tempted burglary in an operator, authorities_
incident in which a said. Mrs. Grisham, a
diabetic -woman and her diabetic, was weak but
husband were held conscious when taken to a.hostage, authorities said. hospital, where she was
William -Blackmon's listed in stable condition.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
arrest ended his 20-hour Her husband, William,66,
( A P) -- A fimmer
standoff Tuesday shortly was treated for cuts on,
Louisville policeman has
after his pregnant his head
been sentenced to 15
years in jail after
.pleading guilty to a varieply of -sex-related charges.
- Michael J. Givens, 26,
pleaded guilty last month
to two counts, each • of
WICHITA, Kan. AP) torney Roger Skinner rape, s.odomy and
A 25-year-old man said.
unlawful imprisonment,
charged with the shotgun
The woman, who police and one count of sexual
slayings of a young boy; said identified Garcia, re- abuse and burglary.
his mother and a teen-age . main.e.d in -critical Giecns was on the force
girl Apparently held them condition.late Tuesday.at for five
before
captive. for 90 - minutes ' a,Wiebita hospital. Skin- resigning Wireh-10. before shooting them, her- identified the dead as
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Maria Robles, .217 her Charles Anderson handed
police said. •'
•Robert Garcia;'held ion.' Gabriel, ..a-b6ut 3 dav/n the sentence after
without...Ansil in the years old. and Aimee S. rejecting as too lenient a
Seslawick County • Jail, Wrier, J. .Police said Prose(2utina-Jecommenalso was chareetwittieg- Garcia Was - a friend of dation Tor a , 10-year
gravated battery in the Miss Robles and that sentence. Under the 15wounding of. a 2:nyeisr-old
some kind of • rift" had year term, Givens would
woman .in the attack, developed between the be e4rgiblr for parole in
ass.,nt district at- two.
three o' •

Friday Iffritbffisit Special

protection clauses
workers.
Vandeveer announced against layoffs or work
last week that as many as reductions. But Arden
45 city empiayees would said he will meet with his
be laid off until at least membership to plan some
the first week to January action ageing Nossty..
"I'm trying to repreto help the city cope with
the expected cash short- sent my people as
thoroughly and diligently
fall this year.
The layoff notices were as I can, and we're not
expected Monday but Just going to play dead or
have been delayed while stick our heads in the
city attorney David BUD- sand because there are
ner researches the qnse- problems." Arden said.
lion of whether •
firefighters and police
can be included. Beth public safety
groups have contracts
with the city which
"seem to prohibit
layoffs," Bunner said.
Even so,he is looking into
foretesting
the matter and said he
0stock evaluation
hopes to give an opinion
0sales analyses
La the mayor by late this
week.
0 mailing list
Ron Tabor, president of
personal asset
Firefighter's Local 357,
management
and Mike Atherton,
D programming
president of the FOP
capabilities
local, said their memberships refuse to accept any
0tax planning
layoffs or pay cuts.
Clifford Arden, president of Teamsters Union
Local 215, which
represents some city
employees, criticized
Vandeveer for resorting
to layoffs in an attempt to
solve the city's financial
problems.
"This problem has
been going on for two
years," Arden said.
"Why does it have to
come down to layoffs at
Christmas? We don't
think laying off anyone,
be it policemen, firemen
or Teamsters is the
answer."Arden said contracts
between the city and his
union do not contain
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Actor William Holden
hit his head on a table
after a drunken fall in his
apartment, then lay down
and bled to death, the coroner reports.
"It may seem strange
to us, but the telephone
was never picked up,"
Coroner Thomas Noguchi
said Tuesday."It seemed
that Mr. Holden was not
aware of the severe injury to himself."
The 63-year-old movie
actor, who won an
Academy Award for the
1953 film "Stalag 17" and
starred recently in "Network" and "S.O.B.," was
found in a pool of blood
beside his bed Monday.
He had been dead four or
five days, Noguchi said.
Noguchi said at a news
conference that Holden'
tripped or slipped on a
bedroom throw rug, hit
. the sharp corner of a
night table and began
bleeding heavily from a
2/
1
2-inch cut on the right
side of his forehead.
Noguchi said bloods-

Hostage Incident Results In Charges
Filed Against Man
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Great styles with varied novelty
pocket treatments Blue cotton
denim Sizes 8-18

COORDINATED SEPARATES
Polyester coordinates in fashion
beiclirvilth companion pont tops
Some EnCron' Golden Touch
Suedes separates in the group

Misses'sizes
,
Illustrated:
Our 11.96 Blouses
• ea 1.111
Our 8.96 Pants
6.66
Our 12.96 Suede-look Skirt 9.66
Our 19.96 Suede-look
14.110
Blazer
Mot illustrated:
Our 10.96 Skirts
ea 6.22
13.44
OW 17.96 Braun

700 U.S: Highway 641 North Murray, Ky.
Route 7 Sedalia Road - Mayfield, Ky.
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SULLIVAN, Ky. (AP)
- A group of rail shippers will proceed with
their appeal of a decision
by the federal government to allow the
abandonment of a 105maestretchofzidiresd in
western Kentucky.
An attorney for the Rail

Director To Cooperate

l

Agriculture Professor
To Present Paper

Bradshaw
To Speak,

Innkeeper Breathes Fire
When Smokers Come to Stay

67 Dispatch

TN iS ISN'T A
RACQUETBALL
COURT, IT'S A

1-10W LONG
ARE YOU GUYS
,GOING TO BE?

HANDBALL
COURT!

PLEASE,I CAN'T
CONCENTRATE
wiTH ALL
THAT TALKING'

"We are still trying to
work with these people,"
Helmers said. "They
knew we had a deadline
to file an appeal."
The red line has been
lying dormantfor several
months because .. of a
refusal by shippers to pay
a $916 per-car surcharge
imposed by ICG. A
separate lawsuit has been
filed the the rail retention
group against that surcharge, but is pending.
Helmers said he had
hoped that the transfer of
the rail line would have
been completed in time
for operations to begin
again in December. He
said the delay has upset
that timetable.

2. NOTICE
Thanksgiving Specials at
Antique City Mall Hwy. 4.5
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3way. 10 percent off of
everything our way of
saying "Happy
Thanksgiving" open
everyday but Monday
10 - 00 5 00

FOR
LEASE
Building in Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center.
Reasonable Rent. Coll
Tom Korvounis
•

753-9469
14 Kt. Opol Pendants,
Regular $ 1 39.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Diamond
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113

REWARD - Small most
ly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753 4641.

Accountant B S. in accounting plus 2 years experience required. Salary
re-location
negoitable
paid. Action Personnel
753-6532.
Part time Deli counter
full time meat
help
wrapper also part time
office girl to work nights.
Experience required. See
Don at Big Johns.

been meaning
it shapes install auto glass
for 24 hours? It won't be easy, but I promise you
plateglass and window
yourself
Need a housekeeper who
will be the best holiday present you can give
glass. Do picture framassist with children.
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Glass
who
Complete
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and those
Send resume with
Coincidentally,tomorrow is the grand opening of a 816 Coldwater. Call 753'
references to P. 0. Box
new 134-room motel in Dallas for people who hate 0180.
, - 1040 D.
smoke. It is appropriately named the Non-Smokers
room mate
Inn. Its owner,Lyndon Sanders, a native Texan,says FemaleExtra
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nice home
motels.
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a
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it will be
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Sanders
Mr.
When I phoned
$300.00 per week. Apply in
my 4726.
Non-Smokers Inn, he said: "Smoking killed of
person between 8 and 9
many
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father and my uncle, and I don't
a.m. 701 Jefferson St.
Shop
can
Christmas
your
kers
DO
my friends. I know that a motel for non-smo
Paducah, Ky. E.0. E.
Leather
early.
ping
work because I tried it out at the Dollar Inn in purses, wallets, jackets,
Christian men and
Albuquerque, N.M.,in 1974. I offered a non-smoking belts. Custom made
women part time, work.
108
has
it
now
and
rooms,
wing and started with 15
Call 489-2881.
minor shoe repair. Murrooms!
ray Leather Shop. Dix350 weekly stuffing
"In the Non-Smokers Inn in Dallas I'm going to ieland Center 759-9633.
envelopes. For informaoffer luxurious rooms at bargain prices for nontion send self addressed
smokers only. When a person registers, he is asked to Small super market in exthe
stamped envelope to Kensign a note stating that he will not smoke on
cellent condition
ny S. 88 North St
premises, and neither will he permit anyone visiting Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502Stoneham, Ma.02180.
him to smoke. Anyone caught violating that oath will 247-1461 or 247 5961 after
the
cleaning
for
pay
to
$100
fined
7:30
p.m.
and
evicted
be
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
room.
s
Christma
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America's foremost dic"Smoke stinks up everything. We have to take wreaths
barrels for
the
strip
carpets,
tionary company needs
wines
down the draperies, shampoo the
rustic furniture
should
You
home workers to update
holiday gifts at
beds - even clean the shower curtains.
I for yourVineyards' Midlocal mailing lists. All
see the yellow nicotine stains on the cleaning rags.
Laine
ages, experience undle Rd. Fulton Ky.
tell you, it would make a buzzard gag!"
necessary. Call 1-716-842I asked Mr. Sanders if he was prepareA to handle
6000. Ext. 5112.
any legal problems should a smoker be refused Open House - Sun. Nov.
admittance to this diotel or, heaven forbid,light up on 22 1-4 p.m. at 827 Glen9. SITUATION WANT
the premises and face eviction. His reply:"I just want dale. Complimentary
and
friend
with
a
like to sit with
there
bring
Would
be
I'll
facials
to.
go
to
se
courthou
to know which
the see our latest .Christmas
elderly people. Have
my lawyers, and I'll fight it all the way to
references. Call 759 1255.
line. Hostesses; Mi. Far ,
Supreme Court if I have to."
C Cain 753-0119.
"How about the rights of smokers?" you ask. Of ris
course they are entitled to smoke if they wish. But Xmas Open House SunWant to buy standing
they will have to find a place where they can smoke day NoV. 22- 1981 1-5
who
timber rash or percento their hearts' content without offending those
.
welcome
All
p.m.
tage. J.L. McKnight 753
can't tolerate it.
free gifts. The
Prizes
7528.
First the good news. I just heard about Muse Air,an Poppy Shoope 407 Poplar.
posiis
There
kers.
non-smo
for
ly
especial
airline
It
tively no smoking on its planes. Now the bad news.
flies only between Dallas and Houston.

DEAR ABBY:I've smoked for a number of years. I istarted
hooked 1
when I was very young and too naive to know how
n
could get. I've tried to quit several times but have nevenbee
successful.
I
Abby, I've always tried to be considerate of others when
smoke, and I never hesitate to put out my cigarette promptlyI
without grumbling if someone asks me to. The problem is. I
me
am rarely asked politely. I've had total strangers tell their
in
smoking
for
selfish
and
rate
inconside
boorish,
am
bothered
presence when they haven't even indicated that it
them. I've been yelled at, called names and been given dirty
thatlooks by people who made no attempt to explain calmly
I was
,,they were offended by n4smoking. I've even been told
a rotten mother for smoking in front of my children
doing
don't think it is fair to be treated like-a criminal for
smokers
something that is perfectly legal. 1 know very few health
of the
who would not like quit. We are all aware
if they are
politely
ask
to
readers
your
tell
please
so
hazards,
d that
understan
to
try
Also,
smoke.
cigarette
offended by
people.
people do not smoke because they want to hurt other never
I've
We are notevil; we just have abed habit-and
Srnokera ar0
met anyone who doesn't have at least one.
people too.

'•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Progristion I City Units

Two years college in chemistry equal experience required. Excellent wage and
fringe benefit package included in the
above, opening. Please send, resume to
hidustrial Relations Management, P.O:
Box 67 Calvert City, Ky.42029.
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74 NITSC

Pony and cart for
children. Call 753 0150.

HOME FURNISHINGS

Fireplace furnace grates
and blower. Good condi
tion $60.00 753 7120

Laundry center washer
dryer combination
Frigidaire one year old
$325.00. Call 753-7781.

10 ft. steel t.v. antenna
tower surface or roof
mount like new $25.00.
436-5679.

LANEObS

Beauty rest queen she 2 14 in. tires and- rims
mattress and box springs 15.00 each 8-track porlike new S120.00. Call 753- table tape player $10.00
7 piece dinnette set
1326 after 5 p.m.
$60.00
typewriter for
2 couches makes into $40.00 13 in. black and
white t.v. $55.00 sewing
single bed. Call 753-2399.
machine $25.00
small
Couch and chair good con- desk $10.00 4 pieces of
dition..Call 753-4849 after glass 30 x 72 $10.00 each
1970 Chevrolet runs good
5 p.m.
$195.00. Call 436-2150.
For sale excellent
Henredon oak table, 6
Slightly used one year old
chairs, 3 leaves,
SLR
1450.00; 1 modern couch Minolta XG1
camera with 35-70 mm F
with walnut frame,
$250.00; 1 Parsons hall or 3.5 zoom and 100-200 mm.
sofa table covered in F 4.5 zoom lenses
black leather,
$75.00. Haninex adjustable
bounce computer flash
Call after 4 p.m. 753-6648.
table top tripod and carCouch, chair, rocker rying case $600.00. After 6
and foot stool solid oak p.m. 436-2147.
frame. Newly Anti-freeze for recreaupholstered. Call 437-4975. tional vehicles. Call 7534947 after 5:30p.m.

22. MUSICAL

CAR STEREO Pioneer.
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
753-0113.
8 piece drum set great for
beginner. Only $275.013
Call 753-6265.

Firewood
Order now and burn.
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.

23 EX TERMINATING
.•

MURDER
Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

•

Kenmore washer and
dryer
John Deere pull
type lawn sweeper 40"
Hearth Glow free standing wood burning stove
36x36x24. Call 759-1524.

HOUSES-FOR -RENT
Two bedroom cottage. liv
mg room, kitchen, full
bath Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $17500 a
month plus Utilities.
Deposit required. 502 4365353

Two bedr0Onis with can
Jr& heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near univer
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 7531709.

37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

3 bedroom trailer for rent
on Hwy. 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. 489
2539 or 435-4193.

APARTMENTS
I, 1 & 3 lam nib from
$11.5.01 per 1st Nis&appal mit Noah co*
tanctsd mall boll sad air,
carpeted. kitties soplances.
Mks Nun Mot-fri. HO
1200 Non.
Northwood Dr.
Mown Kt.
502-759-4984
Ems1 Manias °smatter

38. PETS SUPPLIES

Pekapoo mate 7 month
old blondia 575 00 Call
753.4755.
Cocker Spanial puppies
blonde and black and
white $85.00. Also some
breeding stock.
Reasonable. Call 901 235,
2705.
Heated boarding facilities
for Thanksgiving
Holidays. Reasonable
rates also grooming. AKC
miniature Schnauzer puppies and Stud service.
Other breeds by special
order. Hidden Valley
Kennels 435-4506.
AKC German Shepard
puppies, 28 champions
and 5 generations. Also
guard dogs, registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502 554 2153.
Six month old Black'
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

Yorx FM-AM multiplex
receiver, stereo cassette
8-track recorder, BSR
quanta 720 turn table 150
watts Maximum. Can be
seen at A6 Coach Estates ,Enjoy country atS. 16th St. Nine months mosphere and conveold sell for 1550.00.
nience of town in a
Hamlet North ApartFirewood for sale $25.00 ment. 2 bedroom town
rick delivered. Call 436- houses available. 753-7559
2744 after 5 p.m.
or 753-7550.

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95 •
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
MOBILE

1 bedroom furnished
apartment for adults
New paint and drapes. 2
blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 p.m.
New two bedroom duplex
in Norttwood,.with
refrigeratg and stove,
dishwisher and disposal,
washer and dryer hookup, carpet, carport, patio,
central heat and air: No
children, no pets.
References. $200.00
deposit, $285.00 per
month. 753-3018 after 6
p.m.
Two bedroom unfurnished duplex with stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher
and disposal. Extra nice
in Westwood Subd. Heat
pump with low utilities
$250.00 month 305-771-8787
before 4:00 p.m. or 305792-5565 after 4:00 p.m .

Do you need more or Less
Protein? Enzymes?
Minerals?
Learn about this computer-age test
that answers these questions andmany More.
(

Dr. lirocringmeyer 753-2613

FACTORY
OUTLET SALE
AMERICAN

Yard sale Sat. Nov. 21st
8-4:30810 S. 9th. Adult and
children clothing
infant-3T
Jewelry and
other items.
Moving sale starts Fri.
13th. Furniture
appliances
desks and
letsmore Everything
must go. Includes 1978
Ford Van. Hwy. 280 31 2
miles past East Calloway
School.
43

REAL ESTATE

753-1222

Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
Murray Manor 753-8668.

The Nutrient
Deficiency Test

Do You Combine Your Food
Properly? •

PUBLIC SALE

Hwy 45•North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield - 1 247,3862
Now Open Thursday
10 a.m to 5 p.m Friday
& Saturday 100 m to 6
p.m.

27
82x72 Thermapane sliding
HOMES SALES
glass doors and frame in
Newly decorated one
excellent condition $75.00.
Call 753-1326 after 5 p.m. , Very well kept 12 x 60 Es- bedroom apartment
quire mobile home offer- $175.00 per month. Call
Fork lifts new and used ing two bedrooms, step- Spann Realty Associates
complete line of lifts for up front kitchen, living 753-7724.
every purpose. Datsun room and bath. Also in- Two bedroom apartment,
and others. If you need a cludes two new air condi- for rent, range, oveo$
lift give us a call 502-247- tioners, extra closet refrigerator, dishwasher,,
space, new carpet, stove
4069.
and refrigerator. Selling disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
2 antique pie safes with price of only $4500.00. Call No pets. One year lease
759-1293
or
after
5:00
p.m.
tin in doors refinished
and $225 deposit required.
$200.00 each. Call 753-3134.
$225 per month. Phone
Mayfield 247-7341 after 5 For sale or rent 12 x 65 753-2622 or 753 3865.
p.m.
furnished. Call 759-1987.
Nice furnished one
Wood for sale $25.00 rick 2 bedroom furnished bedroom apartment. In
delivery. Call collect 928 trailer 753-3096 after 1 quire 100 S. 13th St.
p.m.
2616 759-1825.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
1971 Ford pickup F350 4 1974 12 x 65 two bedroom, 753-8730 before 5 p.m.
1961 Ford T- new carpet $4800.00. Call 753-6965 after 5 p.m.
door cab
bird
Chrysler 16 ft. 753-6268.
fiberglass boat.
1975 14x70 all electric 3 HOUSES FOR REN1
Chrysler trailer
70 hp bedroom mobile home.
Chryslr motor
105 hp Central heat and air ex- House and lot in Lynn
Chrysler motor. Will cellent condition. Located Grove 2 or 3 BR extra
nice
also 4 BR
1 1, 2
trade 436-2506.
at Fox Meadows Tr. Ct, story
vacant. Coleman
after
4
p.m.
753-6815
Call
Used tin 8 and 10 ft. long
R. E. 753-9898.
used rough lumber 2 x 10. 1971 Richardson 12x60 two
Nice 2 bedroom brick
435-4526.
bedroom
central air with large utility
and heat (gas)
undryer
Portable welding fur " ed. 753-3142 washer
air condi
refrigerator
machine. Call 753-6186 or daytime after 5 p.m. 753
shady lot and
tioner
753-6268.
8854.
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.

Do You Know What
Vitamins To Take?

Boston

3 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished
newly
redecorated on shadyi
lot garden space out
side the city. 753 5209
753-2876.
TWo houses near universi
ty,
$100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent
Call 753 6114 after 6 p m.
A

PLEASING TO
THE EYE AND
TO THE
POCKETBOOK
Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 1/
1
2 bath bricic home
with living room,
dining room, family room,chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and
insulated to TVA
Specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and priced
in the low $50's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all the details.
QUALITY AT A
REASONABLE
PRICE
Beautifully maintained three
bedroom, two bath
brick residence
with approximately 1600 sq. ft.
heated. Includes
living room, kitchen with all the
conveniences, and
central gas heat.
Located in
Gatesborough
Subdiyision and
priced to sell!
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for real service in
real estate.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
.225L. P. NiN.r I.(Aum From Comommery Crew)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Hoofs

Mon., Toes., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 - 753-3685

64

LOTS FOR

sm.('

m acres : mill Noway
frontage Route 1118 nemf
to Irvin Cobb 'Sart
148.080. $0000 00 dawn
owner financing Will ac
cep, boat 01 /Pavel trailer

tn.

ESTAYI
ItAL
753-000S_F
,

ist TarI ram& Taara

753-1222

Furnished Apts. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms. 41
Zimmerman Apts. 5.
16th. 753-6609.

Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 7599633.

43 REA1

Boar for sale 5100 00 Call
489 2697

registered
Terrier 753 7438.

77P°17.77Frirrrr

nitial Emile

.44.14m2
)

• AKC
lisrolmooso
%prep Spot*
V.,Rost
7534758

MIE.4
1r

Registered Appaloosa
Filly 2 years old $40000.
Will hold until Christmas
436 2676

BUSINESS RENTW

Firewood S25.00-rick 4362179. •••

Order now for Christmas
Captains desk with stool
$50.00, receipt box 15.00,
Plbsne iii 1•14
12..hole Martin box $25.00,
VMS
jewelry boxes 110.00, 4 ft.
24 MISCELLANEOUS section of old high back
church seat $10.00. See
2 - 10 speed bicycles $30.00 Gerald Waldrop or come
each. Call 753-11451.
by 1624 Olive Street after
4p.m.
Wood cut and haul your
own. $5.00 a rick. Call 43626. TV-RADIO
2381 after 6 p.m.
2 wheel trailer drop-in
frigerdaire range 4nd
hood
fire screen with
glass doors. 759-4588 or
753-7637.

1 11111

2 bedroom trailer gas
heat $10000 month 753
5031
2 bedroom trailer near
Murray No pets nice
Call 419 2611

New lasing

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

71-MtnttS .
HOME RENTALS

Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
a rick. Call 753-8526.

‘
-1/Cood for sale $25.00 a'
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489-,
2231.
Lombard chain saws and
60 watt custom guitar Service. Stokes Tractor
amplifier 7591799.
Industrial Rd.Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.

Responsible party to
tilts op payments on
like new piano.

II edor.da,. NICkralik'r II

FOR SALE
42 ACRES
Near Kentucky
Lake in the
Ledbetter Church
community is this
choice parcel of,
wooded acreage
owner financing
available - very attractive terms.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for directions and
all other details.
FOR SALE
LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

#rim

.-8011-MAJORS--•
REAL ESTATE
153-81180
ammqgmmrWit% The IFraadly Teach

811 South
Broad
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms, living
✓ oom with
Franklin stove for
economy. Central
El. heat and air.
One car garage,
porch and ptio. Only $43,500.
Ideal Duplex
Lot
Located at 1632
Hamilton Ave.,
near MSU, this lot
well suited for
residence or
duplex (106 x 185),
city sewerage,city
water. First time
offered at 6,500.
Owners leaving
state.

SOME
SMART
COUPLE
Will love our new
listing at 808
Bagwell. Almost
new, compact 1
b.r., 2 bath, by.
home, attached
garage, double
driveway. Extras,
including
fireplace, witt
heatolator, central
electric heat
pump, draperies,
range,
dishwasher, exhaust fan. Large
lot with trees. near
Bel-Air Shopping.
Owner's leaving
Murray. I,n 40's.
ROLLING
ACRES
SUB-DIV.
Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home,
some furniture,
almost new air
conditioning unit,
new plumbing,
new porch and
underpenning.
Located near East
Ele. School on Vs
acre lot. Reduced
to $7,900.00.
SUPER ASSUMP.
TIONS! Yes you ,cono
There ore alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in mony
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popuky in
the next decode As
average home prices
and prime rnortgoge in
terest rotes increase.
the demand for alter
native methods of buy
wig and selling increase
correspondingly. Cur
rently, more than 50%
of all real estate tron
suctions involve one or
more alternative finonc
,ng -Methods
methods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of pro
perty
methods
available to you

lORMA 108S, REALTORS'.)
200 vccrwwe
rov

12()71

7S3 1152

Land
Needed
l•wL
IOYD-M
. AJORS:.•

REAL ESTATE
153-8080 I
-,
"Prolessierual Servicos
WA,Tar Friona* Teach

NEED
MORE ROOM?
Then tis is It!! 5
bedrooms,3 baths,
quality tri-level
home on 105 x 140
lot in Canterbury.
Central Ele. heat
pump_ and air. 2
car garage. Priced
in low 270,000.
LOW
INTEREST
ASSUMABLE
WAN
Here'i the
ultimate home for
the young at
heart! Brick- 3
bedrrns. 3 baths,
highlighte0 by
huge maaster
bedrm. with full
private bath, comfortable den and
log burning brick
fireplace, well arranged kitchen
plus formal dining.
Large screened
patio porch
overlooks exquisitely landscaped back yard
,and 111'x36'
Centra g*s -t
pol.- eat
and air-insulated
to TVA reeorrune9dations. Located in
Canterbury
Estates. Shwoown
by appointment
o nly. CALL
TODAY

Land needed in
this area for
qualified buyers.
If you have been
thinking of selling
your land contact
B. G. Street 1901-388-5920 or
write B. G. Street
Land Co. Inc,
4410 Stage Road,
Memphis In.
38128.
Owner financing
available and price
reduced on extra good
immaculately kept
5
room brick plus basement
and unfinished upstairs at
11.0 North 12th street
fronting McDonalds Lot
61x190 zoned B 4. Prime
location for office or
business with room for
expansion and large park
ing lot Call C. 0. Bon
durant Realty 753 3460 or
Claud Miller Real Estate
753 5064
,xtr
rY
Cattle
Farm
Over 100 acres of I
clover and fescu
pastures, 3 ponds, pi
automatic water trough
2 wells and 3 excel
barns, woven wir
fences all arourx1 pi
exterior fences. Farm
m A-1 condition, I
and fertilized regularly.
Spacious 3 BR brick
home with doubl .
arage and lots of exras. Call Spann Realty
ssociates for details.
Exclusive Oak Estates
lovely large lot lust
waiting for your home
built the way you-want it
njoy spaciouS living
with quite and privacy yet
only minutes from town
Can today Spann Realty
Assoc /53 7774

or trick, in Write $al co

tesen Carbondale. IU. Of
cat, 415 5193002 attar
P
43 FARMS FOR

SAL
farm land
located between thwY 91

SERVICES OF FE_Rfil
Will (teen basements_ a*
tits- wages haw 4Irdr•,
iuSk Cali

1979 Ford Torino 2
&or 6 ortinOrr one
efrrnes, local

cof
PURDOMS

Pookom
(Adam
1S)141$
tom w mom

42 acres of

510ED TRUCKS
East and IC y 710 on LtS
Todd Road Only 33/10 1973 International farm
miles from Lake and S
truck II ft flat bed Price
miles East of Murray 72
Call 753 8061
acres of bottom rano s S $185000
acres pasture
remain 1975 Chevrolet .
4 ton
rig tim&.r Call 436 /371
pickup truck a wheel
drive runs wed 11500 00
46 HOMES FOR SALE /53 44i?
19/1 Chevrolet Scottsdale
Buy now and pick your
sharp
carpel color
New 3 low mileage
truck Call 753 60114 or 753
bedroom house near corn
pletion in mid 30'S Call 944
7533903
1972 Ford A. ton camper
A good buy at $14 400
special automatic
Ii story
power
4 BR
1 power steering
bath '2 mile south of brakes
has paneled
Lynn Grove
2 acres camper topper 753 3674
Coleman R E 753 9891
Surplus Jeeps. Cars, and
New 4 bedroom home Trucks avadabie Many
sell for under 1700 00 Call
Plan for convenient flInti
ly living All extras very 311 141 1141 Ext 7641 for
information on how to
nice! Call 753 3903
purchase
Home for sale 13 percent
morgeoe terms Call 489 110 GMC Van conversion
Fully customized with
7881
refrigerator, sink, stereo.

51)S. 6th Assumable loan. couch (converts into
Orchard garden spot
bed), rally wheels
lighted play spaces on
custom paint and cap
10 acre lot with well built tains criairl. 13.000 miles
three bedroom
two Reply to 7S11 54114
baths
den
large
playroom
two 1971 Ford it wheel drive
formal din $250000 Call /54 1213
fireplaces
ing room Phone 753 1705.
Shown by appointment 1976 C65 series Chevrolet
grain truck 16 000 miles
only
1969 Ford F 600 grain
Approximately 44 acres truck mini condition Call
on corner of Penny Rd 497 1.425
and Spring Creek church
1-71
.
747MW
road Call 419 2425.
1973
Shasta
Travel trailer
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas 23 ft. excellent condition
heat with full basement Must see call 492 8425
Assumable loan. Call
Purdorn. & Thurman 1973 Giles 19 It camper
$1100 00 Call 753 8451
Realty 753 4456.
Home Rir sa e y owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554 4111
or after 54.00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adirns.
New 3 bedroom., 2 bath,
built in appliances Must
sell. 530. 000 Call 489
2670.

ay 7797

Asphalt Or ,wrwavc Anr
parking lots sealed hi
Sams For Her estimates
ail 753 13t0

Carpet Cleaning LICA
0001 tree C..pet 'a.'
'anger and strait% IXtter
Or free esttmates
Jeff's Carpet Clear, rt.
40/6 Etiperienc-eit
-thaw('
*Jumada Service ID
aluminum NO efivl
SaOrmi Custom
work Reference te“
Win Ed Bales ", I
0689
cl rofess , ana
65aperrianginu pan' et„;
farm 04judings tor
Commercial ,•
residential Can
Farris 759 1957
f en( e sales a''cars ir'IA
Call Sears '53 2110
free est.mate
, •
needs
APPt. tAN(f '1 .
k
N Pir‘
WHIRi'
,
WFSTINGtiui
.
years experien,
Bo!,
by Hooper
•
rosette Set r ?..• •
St 753 4312 or

Sok Vp Shmieris
.f.,00000 All alt
Ire•

Imimohre Cal 754 ;1St

or 753 6551

ALCDA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
andfrim Aluminum trim
for brick houses Jack
Glover 7.53 187)

tlo YkouSiuin
nee
PO R.
Sf7ut:;,acs:
removed from your yrIt
or land cleared c
stumps"
) We ran remcv.stumps up to 24 be,ow
the ground leavinu
52 BOATS 8. MOTORS sawdust
ortree aensdt 'rt tp‘
e
1973 Fiberglass bass boat
loaded with extras 2 live Kemp 435 4343 or hot
wels
11 or 14 trolling Kemp Jr 435 4119
motor
3 batteries 35 - Vacuum leaner.,
,
Chrysler motor '1 tank
iterwoda
tEs inp
fr
Our-.','
priced to sell Call 497 :
Rainbow with ail at
8425

SERVICES OFFERED new 517900' Call Pare,
Gravel Hauling Call 753
6186 or 753 6268

901 642 1413

Need work on your trees/
Alexander Septic Tank Topping, pruning snap
Cleaning Vacuum clean ,ing. complete removal
ed
from yegWeitivreY and more Call BOVE R'S
47 MOTORCYCLES
4ential, TREE SERVICE,for pro
Industrial,
24 hour fessional tree care 753
or
comrler
Yamaha Champ 49cc still
8536
Y)
service.
tall
5933
under warranty
300
Automobile machanit
miles. Call 767 2553 after 5
AAA CUSTOM MADE will do work on autoin aft(
pm
CABINETS. bookcases and all gasoline engined
1975 Honda CB 400cc music centers etc
trucks All work done
Reasonable 436 7566
motorcycle 4 cylinder
stuarantsed Call 417 4546
5000 miles
like new
$925.00. Call 753 1326 after Concrete and blocks and SEASONED FIREWOOD
brick
Basements, Mixed hardwoods 18 ' '
5p.m.
driveways, sidewalks and available 527 Si) a rir I.
Motorcycle must sell 1979 storm cellars. 20 years
Harley Davison experience and free delivered. Call John
Boyer at 7518536
Superglide FXEB estimates 753 5476
$3500.00. Call 753 6564 for
For your lime
no ,in,;
Roy's Carpenter Shop ,lime spread , n0 A il I.
appointment.
Custom cabinets, wood
%arid
Custom made leather working, furniture repair, rock.
Ih:ulin
p od
g (4.-r
,sli /5 1 454'.
packets, trousers, hats
formica, replace wood in- o(c)er Si
Minor Shoe repair Mur
old cars Eight foot located 10
„v., on,
ray Leather Shop, Dix
starter kitchen 54311 00 Hwy 91
'eland Center 759 9633
Call 753 4124
Will sharpen hand saws
48 AUTO SERVICES We accept green hides for chain
saws and Skill 5,1 wr,
tanning
Murray Leather §all 753 4656
Engine 350 transmis
Shop. Dixieland Shopping
sion doors i radiator
Center 759 9633.
glass
front cap
ri %,'4 P4 G
CARPE
rotors
etc. 1974
Free estimate,.
Chevrolet trucks. Call Will strip and refinish fur references
niture Murray Leather
759 1739.
Shop Dixieland Shopping steam or qui,
ing. LEE'', (AlibI
49. USED CAR
Center 759 9633
CLEANING, /Si `.lti."
1976 Triumph 4-speed
All your plumbing and air
AM FM sharp. Call 753
cor,ditioning needs Also Professiona, ru t
7615.
do carpentry, painting, building
concrete. All daily or 4.0,4,1, .,,•.•
1972 Grand Prix all roofing and
work done to satisfaction Carpet Cleamnri
power, air, good runn
753 2211
ing -condition. Call 474
We shampoo r arpro,,
2211 ask for Joe.
Firewood for sale $2000 guaranteed releren, ..•,.
fit.* delivered Call 436 reasonable 754'9613
1977 Camero good condi
tion, 305 engine. Call 767
2292
Floor Sanding 8.
3843.
Leaf Removal - Let T&D finishing 354 6127
Landscaping and Lawn
parielmq
Maintenance take care of Carpenter
this troublesome task etc 30 years erper,o,nr 11362753
quickly and efficiently
Don't put off getting ou r
Free estimates 759 1913
favorite sofa or rhair
P & D Lawn Service Mow
reupholstered becau:e 1)1
int),
small tree and the long wait for it,
1974 Fiat, 35 miles
hedge trimming Free return We offer one week
per gallon, excellent
Estimates. 436 2997
service Also
take ad
condition
Guttering by Sears Sears vantage of our year ere
continuous gutters install special Say you saw tn.,.
ad and save $5000 on
1972 Grand Torino,
ed per your spec if Ica
bons. Call Sears 753 2310 sofa and chair combina
real sharp, extra nice.
lion Bill's Upholstery
for free eStitrate.
S 11th
1979 Monte Carlo,
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning, 56 FREE COLUMN
loaded with all extras
roof's sealed, patio awn Part German Sheparl
ings. and house type roof! puppy Call 753 0147 alter
for mobile homes. 753 3p m
1981 Datsun 210 2 door 5/ 1173. Jack Glover.
overdrive AM
speed
FM cassette air
15100 00 Call 753 0446
after 7 p.m. or 762 2401
between 8 and 4p m.
1972 MG red with black in
tenor. perfect condition
753 0100 767 4767.
1966 VW Bug recondition
ed ,engine. new tires
new brakes
new ex
body good
haust
5975-00 -753 9655
191.3 Buick .W84)0f1 $50000
7591165
Moventk4rebuilt
1975 Lincoln
engine has some rust
Tracks
fully loaded 51350 00 759
1465 $115000
•Sobwrbmis
_
318
1976 Fury Sport
*van
all
VI - low mils
•Aatas
sun
cruise
pOwee
stereo - new
roof
Fat twitter informatimiceN
radials woll tared for
Call 761 7213

For
Sale

1534113

AUTO AUCTION
South Central Bell
Surplus Vehicles
Jim Tates
Auto Auction

:1;./1411- ;,:tpc;

P 04:Is-II-THE MI R

1 . h).. LEDGER & TIMES,Illiedisr.usy, Nevelabri DE Dill

Soap Building Momentum,.,„
NEW YORK (AP) —
CBS' "Dallas," though
sluggish in reruns
through the summer,continued to build momenturn as the dominant program in prime time, and
in the process helped
thrust the network into
first place in the weekly
ratings race for the first
time in a month.
T her e had been
speculation "Dallas"
would slip a bit this year,
unable to sustain extraordinary ratings that made
the show No. 1 in the 198081 TV year. Though
ratings have been off —
the series averaged 31.1
last season — "Dallas"
has been first four times
in the six weeks of the
new season.
"Dallas" came up
short only during the two
weeks of baseball's World
For Information
Row ding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Series, broadcast by
ABC.
The rating for "Dallas"
in the week ending Nov.
15, figures from the A.C.
Nielsen Co. showed, was
29.1. Nielsen says that
means of the nation's TVequipped homes,29.1 percent saw at least part of
the program.
Meanwhile, CBS -with five other programs
in the week's Top 10 -ended ABC's three-week
run as the No. 1 network
in prime time. CBS'
average rating for the
week was 19.4 to 18.6 for
ABC and 15.5 for NBC.
The networks say that
means in an average
prime-time minute during the week, 19.4 percent
of the country's homes
with television were
watching CBS.
For NBC, it was the
sixth straight week in last
place.
ABC's top-rated show
for the period was the
"NFL Monday Night
Football" game between
Buffalo and Dallas, tied
for fifth place, while
NBC's best, "Real Peopie," finished in a tie for
19th.
Two movies on TV for
the first time were among

the we ek 's 16
highest-rated programs,
Bo Derek's "10" on CBS,
in seventh place, and
"Close Encounters of the
Third Kind," on ABC, in
ninth.
Newly introduced
series continued to struggle in the ratings. ABC's
"Fall Guy" was the most
successful of the lot, No.
24, with CBS' "Walt
Disney" 34th and "Love,
Sidney," on NBC,37th.
Eight of the week's 10
lowest-rated shows were
either new series or
specials. ABC's continuing "Flamingo Road"
finished 64th, followed by
CBS' "Shannon," "Making a Living" on ABC,the
continuing "NBC
Magazine," "Lewis and
Clark" and "It's Only
Human," both on NBC,
ABC's "Strike Force and
"Maggie," and "Fitz and
Bones" and "Ultra
Quiz," Part I, both on
NBC.
Here are the week's 10
highest-rated shows:
"Dallas," with a rating
of 20.1 representing 23.8
million homes, "60
Minutes," 27.8 or 22.8
million, "The Jeffersons," 24.8 or 20.3 million,
and "One Day at a

E.

Time," 24.5 or 20.1
million, all CBS; "NFL
Monday Night Football,"
Buffalo vs. Dallas, ABC,
and "Alice," CBS, both
24.1 or 19.7 million;
Movie-"10," 23.9 or 19.6
million, CBS, and
"Threes Cuiiipany," 22.9
or 18.8 million, Movie"Close Encounters of the
Third Kind," 22.3 or 18.3
million, and "Too Close
for Comfort," 22 or 18
million. all ABC.

Parents Oppose Tax Breaks

NEW YORKJAP.) A schools even if tuition tax
majority of Americans credits were avaitabl*.
Fifty-two perc,
..nt said
oppose tax breaks for
parents who pay tuition to that parents who send
send their children to their children to
private elementary and elementary and seconsecondary schools, ac- dary private schools
cording to the latest should not get a tax break
Associated Press-NBC for the tuition they pay,
while 44 percent said
News poll.
The poll, of 1,598 adults there should be a tax
telephoned Oct. 25-26 in a break for private school
scientific random sampl- tuition and 4 percent were
ing, also said that most not sure.
A bill is before the U.S.
Americans would be no
more likely to enroll their Senate that would give
children in private taxpayers a credit for tuition payments to private
elementary and secondary schools and private
and public colleges.
The credit, limited to
$250 the first year and
$500 thereafter, would
cost $2.7 billion in 1983
and up to $7 billion a year
Polic?. were question- by 1986. The Reagan ading the baby's 23-year-old ministration has endorsmother, who was not
identified, according to
Rudolph Will, deputy inspector of detectives. The
woman's boyfriend and a
cousin of hers were also
being questioned, Will
WILMORE, Ky. (AP)
said. No one was ar— Dr. David L. McKenna
rested, Will said.
Police said the woman says his goal as president
had gone to a neighbor's of Asburgy Theological
apartment and left the Seminary will be to bring
child and her 3-year. old "the brightest and best"
daughter with a 23-year into the ministry.
old male relative.
-The ministry (plays)
When the mother
a critical role today. It inreturned an hour later,
she found the baby fluences the church and,
unconscious and smelling ultimately, the very
quality of our society,"
of alcohol. A rescue
McKenna, who was
said
squad took the baby to
named president-elect of
Children's Hospital
the 58-year-old institution
where she was pronouncon Tuesday.
-ed dead.
The Ypsilanti, Mich.,
The medical examiner's office said it native Ms been president
was not known how the of Seattle Pacific
wine got into the baby University since 1968. He
holds a master's degree
bottle.

14-Month-Old Girl
Dies After Drinking
Wine From Bottle
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
A 14-month-old girl died
after she drank wine
from her baby bottle, the
Milwaukee County
Medical Examiner's office said.
Tests showed that
Rosenell Hicks' bloodalcohol content at the
time of death Monday
night was 0.4 percent, the
office said Tuesday. An
alcohol content of 0.45
percent or more is usually considered fatal in an
adult.

ed the proposal, but
recently Justice Department officials have expressed concern that it
might violate the constitutional provisions for
separation of church and
state.
A similar local tax
credit proposal for
private school tuitions
was overwhelmingly rejected by Washington,
D.C., voters earlier this
month.
In the latest AP-NBC
News poll, respondents
with no children 17 or
younger were only slightly more likely than
parents with minor
children to oppose the tax
breaks.
A majority of the
parents whose children
attend public elementary
and secondary schools

opposed tax breaks, but
70 percent of the parents
whose children attend
parochial or other private
schools favored tuition
tax breaks.
Men and women were
evenly divided on the tax
breaks, while people in
the East and in cities
favored the tax break
while people in the
suburbs and rural areas
and in the West, South
and Midwest opposed it.
Among all respondents,
56 percent said that
availability of tuition tax
credits would make no
difference in whether
they enroll their children
to public or private
schools.
Meanwhile, 26 percent
said they would be more
likely to enroll their
children in private
schools.

Seminary Head Sets Goal
in divinity from Asbury
and will become its fourth
president on May 31, succeeding Dr. Frank B.
Stanger.
Stanger, 67, has been
president since 1962 and
said last year he planned
to retire next May.
McKenna went to Seattle Pacific after seven
years as president of
Spring Arbor, Mich.,
Junior College.
After 20 years as a college president, McKenna
said he viewed the move.
to Asbury as a -return to
my original calling to the
ordained ministry."
McKenna stressed
physical and financial

growth at Spring Arbor
and Seattle Pacific.
Spring Arbor was expanded to a four-year
liberal-arts college during his presidency. At
Seattle Pacific, a $1
million deficit was erased
in his first four years and
enrollment reached a
record 2,800 students last
year.
McKenna graduated
from Spring Arbor and
Western Michigan
University before attending Asbury.Be earned a
master's in counseling
psychology and a doctorate in higher education
from the University of
Michigan.

WED.THRU SUN.
NOV.18 - NOV.22

'OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6

MATTEL:EL6ETViOrliCS

Intelligent Television

noRs-TEr.

Sports•Strategy • Action
Children's Learning • Gaming
TV not included

tki LISTED

TV + Intellivisionm
• Versatile master component
• Exclusive overlay system for
ease In making game decisions
• Special Input keys select the
game functions and maneuvers
• Side-mounted action buttons
for rigtd- or4,041010stai
Mel

Fun!

• Object control disc maneuvers
accurately!nib different directions for life-like realism
• Super-action games!' Football,
baseball, poker and blackjack,
umor bathe, backgammon,more!
,
_
and eXciting
Both
•
.
- • challenging

mixt-Col

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt,7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield. Ky.
•

